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Weekend Weather
Wet!!

Today: Cloudy with 80% chance of
rain, hi 42°, winds SE 10-15 mph.
Tonight: Cloudy, 70% chance of rain,
low 35', winds NW 10-20 mph.
Saturday: Cloudy, hi 48°, low 35°,
winds NW 10-20 mph.
Sunday: Mostly cloudy. 30% chance
of rain, hi 50°, low 32°.
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Well guys, we got 500 percent of

the vote we got in Iowa.

Unfortunately, the solu-
tion to the headache-
inducing finals schedule is
not "no more finals." For
the real-life answer, turn
to Features, page 19.

Medical school myths and
misconceptions are allay-
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Science, page 23.

She's hip, she's new,
she'd rather "shag" a
dog than a "record com-
pany man." She's Sinead
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by Vensive Lamb

"We are going to recommend
to the Board of Trustees a $1000
increase in tuition. Tuition will go
up from the present $11,000 to
$12,000 dollars," said University
President Steven Muller Tuesday
to the Student Council.
The increase of 9.1 percent

represents the fourteenth con-
secutive year that tuition has risen
by more than six percent. It has
risen in constant dollars in each
of the last nine years, rising
roughly $3,100 in 1982 dollars.
Defending the tuition increase

when the current inflation index
is only four percent, Muller, ac-
companied by several deans,

Council examines
program on drugs
for teams, coaches
by Martin Stemmler

As the Milton S. Eisenhower Library heads
toward the twenty-first century, the library seeks
to defend its reputation as one of the premier
research libraries in the country.
One and a half pears ago, a student-faculty task

force issued a report outlining areas of concern
about the library. The Ad Hoc Faculty Planning
Committee on the MSE Library addressed three ma-
jor points in its report: implementation of new
library technology, collections development, and
expansion of library space.

Senior Stephanie Weissman, who co-chaired the
adjunct Undergraduate Student Committee on the
Library, praised the library for addressing the con-
cerns of undergraduates raised in the report. "They
[the library administration] did let us sit in and be
treated like everyone else," she said, with respect
to the library's formulation of new policies.

See COUNCIL, 2

cited the increased expenditures
of the School of Arts and
Sciences and the G.W.C.
Whiting School of Engineering
on renovation and expansion of
facilities as the primary reason.
"Since students will benefit

from the improvements of
facilities, it is legitimate to charge
a small fraction of that expen-
diture to the students," said
Muller.
Considering financial aid,

Muller added that the University
expects to increase the
undergraduate student aid budget
by no less than the amount of the
tuition increase. Therefore,
"people will essentially, if they
are already on student aid, be

held harmless to the tuition in-
crease," he said.
As in past years, Muller

distributed a chart that indicated
Hopkins' position in terms of cost
to undergraduates relative to
those of other colleges.

In 1987-8, Hopkins ranked
twenty-sixth among American
colleges in total undergraduate
charges, up twenty-two positions
from the 1986-7 school year.
Hopkins ranked forty-ninth in tui-
tion charges this year, up seven
from last; and eighteenth in room
and board charges, up five
positions.
Muller commented that

Hopkins' relatively high room
and board charges, because of its

Sue Martin, director of the Milton S. Eisenhower Library,
the increasing costs of operating the library.

Mike Blumhardt

who lamented

location in an urban area,
signifies why the school's tuition
charges rank cornparitively lower
than its total undergraduate
charges.
Over the past ten years,

Hopkins has ranked approximate-
ly fiftieth in tuition charges, said
Muller, and "we have no reason

to believe that this increase in tui-
tion is going to significantly move
us from this ranking."

After the opening comments

from Muller, the floor was open-

ed to questions from the Student
Council.

Student Council President Scott
FitzGerald began questioning

See TUITION, 6

MSE slowly enacts
changes suggested
in ad hoc report
by Tom McNamara

A proposal from senior Daniel Kofos that a drug
awareness program of some sort be put in place for

the sports teams occasioned discussion and self-
examination at this week's Student Council meeting.

The drug issue "is a multiple front thing, and this

one is one front," said Kofos, asserting that "there

is a problem on the teams. How about pushing for

a drug and alcohol program, for the coaches at

least?" he asked, explaining that "coaches spend

more time with their players than anyone else does"

and that athletes would be likely to listen to them.
Junior Class Representative Jaan Naktin said, "I

agree . . . that coaches have a lot of influence on the

players."
Council Athletic Committee Chairman Ty Hyder-

daily said that "there ate going to be some students

who are going to benefit from this."

Kofos later emphasized that the program has

See LIBRARY, 4
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St. PaulCleaners
TAILORING, REPAIRING SAME DAY CLEAN-
ING AND PRESSING, SHOE REPAIRING

3120 St. Paul St. 235-4413

I
r Bring in this coupon with your incoming order for a

I 10% discount on all dry cleaning I
expires 2/26/88

Ourthree-yearand
two-year scholarships won't

make college easier.

Just easier to pay for.
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could finish on,one. Army ROTC Scholarships
pay for full tuition arid ailowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up Lc $1,1J00
a year. Get all the facts.
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Under New Management

REAT HUNAN, • RIISTAURANT • CARRY. • UT •

Featuring:

Hunan, Szechuan & Cantontese Cuisine

lAll you can eat buffet
Tues, Thurs, & Sat.

11:30-3:00
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Fri-Sat
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Student Council investigates
its own alleged shortcomings

COUNCIL, from 1

"multiple fronts," and express-

ed his hope that possibly

"something mandatory" could be

arranged for all freshmen as well.

"The point of view I've been

getting is you can't make

anything mandatory, but you

can. . . you have to hit them at

their vulnerable points," said

Kofos.
Council President Scott Fit-

zGerald pointed out that a drug

awareness lecture program was

tried last year, when team

members were required to attend.

"Did you get anything out of that,

the way it was set up?" he asked

Kofos.
Kofos responded, "Not the

way it was set up."
Sophomore Class Represen-

tative George Lerner then said,

"I'm wondering . . . if it's going

to benefit anyone in any way?

Everyone had this in seventh

grade health.
"There should be counsel-

ing. . . available, [which should
be] very visible," he continued.
"While this has good intentions,
I don't think it's going to ac-

complish anything," he said of

the mandatory lecture idea.

However when FitzGerald
asserted later that Lerner was op-

posing the idea, Lerner corrected
him, saying that he was not.

Shortly after the discussion of
the lecture idea began, Fit-
zGerald, Lerner, and others
digressed at length upon alleged
shortcomings of Council, in-
cluding those presented in a
News-Letter editorial last week.
"I've figured out why people

get on our case all the time and
why they didn't last year," said
FitzGerald. He claimed that last
year's Council passed resolutions
while this year the body just sends
a representative —to get
something done."
He pointed out that each com-

mittee reports on progress made
nearly every week, making the
News-Letter's call for "more fre-
quent reports" from committee
chairmen seem strange.

Lerner disagreed, saying, "As
far as I'm concerned, the reason
why our meetings are so short,
the reason why we're panned in
the News-Letter, is that nobody,
myself included, has any
initiative."
He continued, "We're burnt,"

atrributing this state in part to
unresponsiveness by the ad-

ministration to issues such as last

year's proposed return of a

student-run radio station.
Such a radio station had existed

intermittently at Hopkins until the
University converted the station
to professional management.

Lerner said that the Council has
not been working primarily on
important issues this year.
"Do you have an issue now?"

asked FitzGerald.
"I have many of them," said

Lerner.
"Can you give me one?"
"After the meeting."
Communications Committee

Chairman Bill Henry pointed out

that one of the primary functions

of Council members is to be

availabh- to students who have

proble,ns Council might be able

to address. He told Council
members that "people don't

know who you are. Even if they
know your name, they don't

know you by sight."
Henry also observed that fewer

than fifteen percent of the

students participated in the last

election, which could indicate a
lack of general student en-

thusiasm for Council.

See COUNCIL, 6

Morgan State prof labels Israel
'unfortunate choice' for ally
by Tammy Halevy

James Hudson, professor of
political science at Morgan State
University, addressed a meeting

of the Middle East Students
Association on Tuesday evening

in the Garrett Room. Nearly fif-

ty persons came to what proved
to be a controversial lecture.
Hudson was asked to address

the issue of American foreign

policy in the Middle East in light

of the current unrest in the West

Bank and Gaza.
According to Hudson, who

considered important deter-

minants of the United States'

foreign policy in the Middle East,

the central question should be an
analysis of "Israel's value." The
professor then outlined why he
believed Israel is "an unfortunate
choice" for the United State's in

the troubled region.
The lecture began with a

discussion of the variables that
determined the Middle East's im-
portance to the U.S. Hudson

warned that the U.S. must

"guard against" overemphasiz-

ing the importance of the region,

while at the same time being
careful not to underscore its

worth.
Location, material assets, and

potential to draw the U.S. into

conflict were some of the factors

Hudson considered before arriv-

ing at his conclusion that the

region only offers America
"special limited interest."

Professor Hudson elaborated
on his opinion with a discussion
of what he believed determined
value. He proclaimed that Israel

is a liability to the United States
in diplomatic, economic, intellec-

tual, military, moral and strategic

Bent Goro

James Hudson, professor of political science at Morgan State Universi-
ty, who questioned the United States' alliance with Israel.

terms.
Finally, the professor address-

ed the U.S. 's position in the
region. According to Hudson,
"the U.S. is a satellite of Israel."
He contended the relationship the
United States forges with Israel is
parallel to the relationship bet-
ween Poland and the Soviet
Union.
Asked why the U.S.-Israel

relationship continues if it serves
as a detriment to the United
States, Hudson replied, "Internal
politics in the U.S.. . . Perhaps it
is because they [policy makers]
do not realize . . " Hudson also
contended that the policy of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff toward the
Middle East is unsound. "The

Joint Chiefs of Staff could very
well be wrong," he said. "We
don't know that they believe."
MESA's leaders had mixed

reactions to the speaker's ap-
pearance. Shomali explained,
"Dr. Hudson took an approach
that many American
policymakers have not taken.
That's partly why the audience
reacted the way they did."

Erik Harrel, MESA's vice
president, strongly disagreed.
Harrell said, "To be very honest,
I was totally embarrassed by what
he said. . . . He had an extremely
narrow focus. . . . You cannot
have any realistic dialogue with
someone who is so radical."3111 St Paul Street

889-0003
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WEDNESDAY NOON SERIES 

WBAL investigator believes
press can be more invasive
by Erica E. Gum

Dick Gelfman believes that the
press is sometimes "not as in-
vasive as it should be" in its in-
vestigative reporting. Gelfman,
an investigative reporter for
,WBAL-TV and a practicing
lawyer, spoke as part of the
iWednesday Noon lecture series.

In investigative journalism,
Gelfman sees a classic confron-
tation: the individual's right to
privacy versus the rights of free
press, free speech and the right
to inform the public. Much of his
talk focused on the limits of the
individual's right to privacy.
The award-winning journalist

said "that there are certain limits
on the invasiveness of the press.
If the press is invasive, there is
such a thing as invasion of
privacy as tort. . . a civil wrong."
Laws vary from state to state.
Some states call a report going
"too far" libel or slander, some
call it "defamation," and some
call it "intentional infliction of
emotional distress."
Gelfman emphasized the dif-

ference between a private and a
public figure. He defined a
private figure as someone like an
accident victim interviewed on
the spot. A public figure is so-
meone like presidential candidate
Gary Hart.
Gelfman defended the press'

actions in the case of Hart. He
believes that when Hart made the
decision to run for President,
"everything" opened up to the
public. He said that the public
should be able to make the
"judgement whether Gary Hart's
playing around affects his role as
a candidate or as a President."
With regard to the legal rights

of Hart or any other public figure,
Gelfman explained that "when an
individual is a public figure, the
law creates all types of excep-
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Susan Hoffman

Dick Gelfman, investigative reporter for WBAL-TV, contended at the
Wednesday Noon Series that reporters may make mistakes as long as
their work "isn't done with malice or reckless disregard for the truth."

tions." Reporters are allowed to
make mistakes as long as their
work isn't done with malice or
reckless disregard for the truth."

Despite a large number of suits
against journalists and news
organizations being filed,
Gelfman noted that the press loses
invasion of privacy suits only 1.5
percent of the time as confirma-
tion that his profession generally
serves the "legitimate public
interest."
Gelfman admitted, however,

that sometimes the press goes too
far. In response to a question
from a member of the audience,
he said that he felt uncomfortable
with The Columbia Broadcasting
System's handling of the libel suit

CAMPUS CRIME
Burglary

*The complainant reports that
sometime between February 12
and 13, someone entered his of-
fice on the fourth floor of
Gilman Hall by prying open a
door. Taken was $95 from an
unlocked desk. Campus police
and Baltimore City Police are
investigating.

Breaking and Entering

•On February 15 at 4:40 p.m.,
a campus security officer
discovered that someone had
broken the lock on the rear door
of the Terrace Room cafeteria.
Nothing is reported missing.

Larceny

*Between 2 a.m. and 2:15 p.m.
on February 13, someone
removed a cabaret chair from
the AMR I study lounge.

*Between February 12 and 16,
someone removed an undeter-
mined amount of coins from a
money change machine in the
MSE Library.

*Between 12:45 and 12:55 p.m.
on February 5, someone
removed $55 from a cash box
at the Terrace Room while the
complainant sold Valentine's
Day flowers.

•The complainant reported that
between 9 a.m. and 6:40 p.m.
on February 5, someone
removed a car battery from a
1978 Chevrolet Nova from
Parking Lot "P". The battery
is valued at $70.

'Between February 4 and 8, so-
meone removed an AT&T
telephone valued at $140 from
a Maryland Hall office. There
was no forced entry.

*The complainant reported that
on February 9, while in the
Levering Cafeteria at about
11:10 a.m., she left her
backpack on a chair unattend-
ed while getting lunch, and
upon re tkrning a few minutes
later that someone had
removect.the backpack. A beige
backpack containing textbooks
and personal property valued at
$255 is missing.

that General William
Westmoreland brought against it.'
Gelfman also discussed some

of the considerations reporters
make on every story they cover.
First they must be able to tell their
editor or producer "that it is
news."
Often, he said, journalists face

people who do not want to talk.
This problem places the reporter
in a difficult position, because he
will find difficulty in covering
that person's side of the story.
However, Gelfman said that this
problem doesn't prevent him
from running the story.
Gelfman also discussed the

challenge of limited .airtime for
each television report. He noted
that the pressure of deadlines also
is a complicating factor.

Overall, Gelfman believed that
"reporters try to give what they
see as the honest facts in the
story."

CORRECTIONS
• Several typing errors ap-
peared in last week's article
about Mario Cuomo's accep-
tance of an invitation to speak
at this year's commencement.
The first paragraph should

have read, "Mario Cuomo,
governor of New York, has ac-
cepted an invitation from the
Class of 1988 to speak at this
year's commencement."
A clause in the thirdi

paragraph should have indicated
that the Graduation Speaker
Committee sought to find a
speaker who would conform to
administration standards for
speakers.

Finally, the final sentence in
the seventh paragraph should
have read, "Iacocca had nar-
rowed the list to four schools,
including Hopkins, but the

• chairman of the Chrysler Cor-
poration settled elsewhere."
The News-Letter regrets the

errors.
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ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1988.
The Air Force has a special pro-
gram for 1988 BSNs. If selected,
you can enter active duty soon
after graduation—without waiting
for the results of your State Boards
To qualify, you must have an
overall "B" average. After commis-
sioning, you'll attend a five-month
internship at a major Air Force
medical facility It's an excellent
way to prepare for the wide range
of experiences you'll have serving
your country as an Air Force nurse
officer. For more information, call

Capt Alice C. Murphy
301-436-1569 Collect
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Study Abroad

ITHACA COLLEGE
LONDON CENTER

• SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
• ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT
• BRITISH FACULTY

COURSES - British and European studies
are offered in literature, history, art history,
drama, music, sociology, education,
psychology, communications, and politics
Special program offered in theatre. Intern-
ships &wettable to qualified students in
international buskins, social services,
communications, political science,
eoonornics and theatre.

Visits to the theatre,
museums, galleries,
schools, social and

political institutions are
an integral part of the

curriculum

For further informallon
wile or cat

International Programs
Ithaca CA:41ex

Ithaca, New York 14850
607-274-3306

Meese send Information about the Ithaca College London Center to:

NAME ADDRESS

PHONE SCHOOL YEAR MAJOR

Return to: Office of International Programs, Muller 218, Ithaca College, Ithaca, NY 14850
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SUMMER SESSIONS 1988
Programs at Georgetown
o Over 200 graduate and undergraduate

COWSCS

O Approaches to Teaching Writing
O Public Affairs Internships
O High School Programs
O Intercultural Training
O Interpretation and Translation Institute
O Language Courses
0 •I•heology Conference
o Literary Criticism Conference
O Parish Workshop
O Institute for H.S. Teachers
O Sacred Scripture Institute
O Alumni College
• F.nglish as a Foreign Language

Sessions
Pre-May 23-June 17
First-June 6-July 8
8-Week Cross Session -June 6-July 29
6-Week Cross Session-June 20-July 29
Second-July I 1-August 12

Programs abroad
O Antwerp. Belgium-1nel. Trade
o China- Chinese Language and Culture
O Tours. France- Language and Culture
o Ficsole. Italy-Italian
O Florence. Italy-Renaissance Culture
o Greece-Humanities
O Leningrad. USSR -Russian
O Oxford, England-Comparative

Business (undergraduate)
O Oxford. England -International

Management (graduate)
O Quito. Ecuador -Spanish
O Trier. West Germany -German
O Dublin, Ireland- Irish Literature

GANIMPIP11111 Uattorsity ci es semi cowmen/7/
affirmative an minnows to empiemenu
adomulau.

(411 (202) 687-6224 or mail to:
SS( (;eorgctown University
306 Intercultural Center
Washington. D.C. 20057
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Address  

  Zip 
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MSE hindered in drive to maintain, expand services
LIBRARY, from I

Weissman cited the term paper
consultation program and library
tours for freshmen as examples of
the library's efforts to inform
undergraduates about available
Services. Susan Martin, director
of the library, suggested that a
visit to the library be made a for-
mal part of the Orientatidn pro-
gram for entering students.
The computerized online

catalog Janus, which is being im-
plemented on the recommenda-
tion of the report, is not yet in the
final stage of becoming available
to the Hopkins community.
The system is based on a pro-

totype developed at Northwestern
University. Northwestern.

' Technical Information Systems,
now an independent company, is
supplying the software to read the
magnetic tapes containing the
bibliographic information into the
computer.

Martin said that quirks in the
software program are preventing
the catalog from being transfer-
red correctly to Janus, the com-
puter. Seventy-five percent of the
library's collection has already
been transferred to magnetic tape,
prior to being read into the
system.

Martin hopes to have the soft-
ware program on line soon. She
projects that the catalog will be
online in the late spring or early
fall.

Since the report was published,
the library has added
bibliographers to help fill gaps in
the library's collections. "When
you have an information ques-

tion," said Martin, "you should
be able to turn immediately to the
library for an answer. We keep
track of the courses being taught,
so the person in charge of
developing the collection in the
area will build the collection
knowing what's going on in the
University."
Martin noted that

bibliographers rely mainly on the
advice of graduate students and
faculty in deciding what books to
order.
When the various departmental

libraries were centralized in 1964
under the aegis of the MSE
Library, the collection consisted
of holdings in highly-specialized
fields of the departments'
interests.
MSE's rate of acquisitions,

both absolute and in percent of
total expenditures, has lagged
behind those of other libraries of
comparable rank. In 1984, MSE
was ranked 101st out of 106
libraries in the Associated
Research Library Group.
"To fill those gaps in the col-

lection," said Associate Provost
Stephen McClain, chairman of
the committee," we need over a
million dollars. (in fiscal 1986
dollars)."

According to McClain, a sup-
plement of $250,000 is now in-
cluded in the library's collection
development budget for fiscal
1988. This supplement, in addi-
tion to supplements of $50,000
over the previous three years, is
independent of adjustments for
inflation and is built into the base
of funding.
McClain said that fundraising

The MSE Library card catalog.

for the library from alumni has
generally not been successful,
because alumni do not have close
ties to the library as they might
have to their departments. "The
Campaign for Hopkins has not
done all that well," he said.
McClain reported, though, that

MSE received a $1 million
challenge grant from the National
Endowment for the Humanities
last December. The grant
stipulates that $4 million be rais-
ed in fundraising for the library.
McClain and Martin both ex-
pressed hopes that this goal can
be achieved.
One consequence of increasing

the number of books ordered is
the cutback in journal subscrip-
tions. "Prices of journal
subscriptions are going right
through the roof," said Martin.
"It's not unusual for the cost of

Bernie Liu

The extensions to the library's bookshelves.

a foreign scientific journal to have
increased by 100 to 150
percent."
Senior David Piehl, a member

of the Library Advisory Commit-
tee, said "We're in the process
of deciding who's going to bear
the brunt in the elimination of
periodical subscriptions." He
said that currency exchange rates
are the driving force behind
skyrocketing costs.

Martin added that budgetary
constraints, in view of the finan-
cial situation of the School of Arts
and Sciences, are likely to pre-
vent a quick start to new con-
struction of much needed library
space.
The overflow of books will be

stored in the basement of Shaffer
Hall as soon as construction on
that building is finished. Other
books will he stored in Gilman.

Martin is considering relocating
nonessential library staff offices
outside of MSE.
A team of University-hired ar-

chitects has presented a feasibili-
ty study on library expansion to
the Board of Trustees. Current
plans entail expansion in three
directions, notably to the south
toward Rowland Hall. When the
Department of Physics and
Astronomy vacates Rowland
Hall, part of Rowland will be in-
corporated into the library.

Construction plans include
more stack area for books, more
study space, and group study
rooms. However, Piehl said that
the Board of Trustees called these
plans "not ambitious enough."
Construction will not begin until
the mid-1990s.

WHAT TO DO ABOUT
THE RISING COST OF

FREE CHECKING.
Come to Equitable and find out how we keep
the rising cost of checking way, way down.

+ No Charge Checking I - Free checking with a $350 minimum daily balance.
+ No Charge Checking II - Free checking with a combined minimum balance of $1000.
+ Fee Checking - Checking with no minimum balance for only a $6 fixed monthly fee.

Plus, free standard check orders.
+ With any of the above plans, you can also qualify for free use of our Response ATM

network. And if you sign up for and use Response Banking Phone before
June 1, it's free, too.

Bring this ad to our Homewood Branch
at 3121 St. Paul Street and receive a free gift.
Offer good while supplies last. Available only at our Homewood branch.

Equitable
Member FDIC Equitable Bank, N.A.
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Eric Moyer

David Binko, director of academic computing, who explained
students and faculty have been overcharged for laser printouts.

Various steps are being taken
to insure that the problem is rec-
tified. The Accounting Office
provided a "work around" for
users. Several commands that can
be used for Tex output are listed
when users "log on" to the
system.

Also, Accounting requested that
those persons who have printed
Tex output should come into the
office or send electronic mail to
the account "ACCOUNT" to see
if a refund is in order.
"We will work with the user to

figure out what kind of refund or
credit is due and get that to them
as soon as possible," said Ray.
Binko noted, "Unfortunately,

, charges for that laser printer are
lumped into the regular printing
charges. So, we have no way of
unraveling the actual
overcharges."

why

While the problem has been
corrected, Binko urged that VAX
8600 Tex output users continue to
keep records of their printouts
and fees to insure that they are not
or have not been overcharged.

Also, he said, if users are go-
ing to be printing Tex output,
they should utilize the command
TEX PRINT, which should in-
sure that the pages are counted
correctly.

Another area of concern for
computer facility terminal users
is the recent moving of the com-
puter room's daily closing from
4 a.m. to 2 a.m. this semester.
"Our main problem is that we

cannot find enough proctors to
work the night shifts," explain-
ed Binko. "We're budgeted to be
open twenty-four hours a day.
We just need people to work the
later hours."

GET BACK TO YOUR ROOTS

On Friday, February 19th,
John Waters will turn the
60s on its ear with a
comedy that shows no mercy

movie by John Wters
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Students, faculty overcharged
for laser printouts from VAX
by Vensive Lamb

As a result of errors in the
VMS operating system, many
computer users have been over-
charged for their computer
printouts.
Only users of the VAX 8600

VMS operating system, who use
the Tex processing language for
laser printouts, may have been
overcharged. Users of the IBM,
VMS operating system, and the
AT&T 3B20 Unix operating
system have not been
overcharged.
The Tex processing language is

The Shaffer 100 computer room.

different from the standard form
of printing. Tex language has a
greater quality and gives printouts

the look of being typeset or

printed in a print shop. Users of
this type of laser printing are the
only ones being affected by the
overcharging.
"The overcharging came as a

result of doing some upgrading to
our operating system," said
David Binko, director of
academic computing. "It's not

just an overcharge, but an erratic
charge. The problem has been

found and corrected."
Senior Systems Programmer

Eric Moyer

Ronald Ray concurred, saying,
"The problem arose when the
newest version of the operating
system was installed. There was
a bug in the system which kept
track of how the pages were
counted for printouts, resulting in
the overcharging."
Cost to VMS operating system

users is expected to be minimal
because the problem began dur-
ing Intersession and was
discovered quite recently.
The computing facilities at

Hopkins, for most, work on an
account system in which users are
alloted three "computer" dollars
per day of computer time and
may accumulate up to $9 for use
in one day. Printouts cost ten
cents per page.
With a system overcharging

users, valuable computer time
can be be wasted. For professors,
however, the problems could be
much worse.
Professors pay to use the com-

puter facilities with money from
their grants. The large amount of
computer time needed, coupled
with an overcharging system,
could put a real strain on the
budgets of professors, according
to graduate student Xiao-Wei
Zhu, who had a friend bring the
problem to her attention after he
was charged $5 for seven pages
of printout.
"Many people I spoke with

were simply assuming that the
price for printouts went up," she
said. "Everyone who used the
laser printer was being over-
charged, but no one was question-
ing the sudden rise in printout
cost."

Official claims U.S. should seek
politically stable South Korea
by Weijen Chang

The American "security in-
terest" in South Korea does not
overshadow its interest in the
development of an economically
and politically stable and indepen-
dent South Korea, said Thomas
Dunlop, director of the Office of
Korean Affairs at the Department
of State, last Thursday at 8 p.m.
in the Great Hall.
The Johns Hopkins University

Forum on Korean Affairs, in con-
junction with the Department of
Political Science, invited Dunlop
to speak in the first of a three-
lecture series titled, "Korea: A
Nation in Transition."
Dunlop began by stressing the

importance of South Korea's
geopolitical position in Asia—
Seoul being "equidistant from
Vostok, Beijing, and Tokyo"—
and the importance of a "stable
and peaceful Korea" to the U.S.
But "because we are

Americans," the U.S. does not
believe in forcing policies, ideals,
and governments on South
Korea, said Dunlop.
"Unless there was a stable

government [in South Korea]
with a broad base of support,
instability—political and
economic—would ensue," said
Dunlop.

Despite recent trade friction,
the U.S. would also like to see

"continued growth of the com-
mercial and trade relationship"
between the U.S. and South
Korea, said Dunlop.
Cigarettes, beef, and in-

surance, three markets in South
Korea recently found to be almost
closed to U.S. companies, make
up only about five percent of
trade between the two nations,
stressed Dunlop.

Entry into other markets is still
difficult for U.S. competitors,
added Dunlop, and if the South
Korean government does not in:
crease the rate of opening markets
to the U.S., Congress could
become "punitive and protec-
tionist" in pasing the upcoming
Omnibus Trade Bill.
Dunlop added that South Korea

is a nation which "must export to
live," and must import U.S.
goods fairly if the U.S. imports
Korean goods fairly.
Turning to a lighter subject,

Dunlop praised the strengthening
cultural ties between the U.S. and
South Korea, especially in light
of the rapidly growing immigra-
tion rate of Koreans to the United
States.
American politicians, added

' Dunlop, should keep in mind that
a "large and positively con-
tributing Korean society" will
soon be a major part of the
American constituency.
A question-and-answer session

followed tfie lecture, in which the
first audience member asked
whether the U.S. State Depart-
ment believed that North Korea
was responsible for the recent
crash of a Korean Air Lines jet
over Burma, in which 115 peo-
ple died.
Dunlop replied that the United

States had come to the "horrible
conclusion" that North Korea
had indeed bombed the airliner,
presumably to undermine interna-
tional confidence in South
Korea's ability to hold the up-
coming Summer Olympic Games
in Seoul.
Asked what steps the U.S.

would take against North Korea,
Dunlop replied that although the
U.S. has tried to focus interna-
tional attention and condemnation
on North Korea, the government
of South Korea ultimately must
take action itself.
"It isn't so much what we [the

U.S.] are going to do, it is what
the people and government of
[South] Korea are going to do,"
he said. "It's their plane and their
Olympiad."

Although the U.S. has since
placed North Korea on a "ter-
rorist nation list," the U.S. has
had no commercial or political
ties with North Korea since the
Korean War, said Dunlop, who
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Muller defends tuition hike
in light of budget problems

1Pledges sizable rise in student aid budget,
TUITION, from 1

with reference to Robert Welch's
resignation as dean of
administration.

Noting that Welch's position is
very helpful to students because
they go to him to address student
issues, FitzGerald asked, "With
the suggestion that [Welch] not be
replaced, but instead that his
responsibilities be shifted to the
academic deans, will there still be
the opportunities for students to
expound on their grievances
towards things like new dor-
mitory housing and better student
facilities?"
He continued, "Will we be

able to go to a specific person for

these things and will the extra
money that we're paying next
year be directed towards these
goals?"

Muller stated that "the reasons
for [Welch's] leaving do not have
anything to do with the fiscal
situations at the University."

He added, "While it is quite
clear that we need someone to
play the role Bob Welch has
played,'' the present ad-
ministrative hierarchy resulted in

a "complicated relationship" bet-
ween the Homewood deans,
which resulted in "a great dif-
ficulty in clarifying the lines of
responsibility."
The President then deferred to

Lloyd Armstrong, dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences, and
V. David VandeLinde, dean of
the School of Engineering, who
expanded upon the issue.
"To a student, it would be

rather indistinguishable that this
new position would be reporting
to us rather than reporting to Cen-
tral," said Armstrong. "We will
still have a person doing essen-
tially the same job Dean Welch
is doing. From your perspective
you will see the same sort of ac-
tions and services."

In response to increased in-
stances in which students have to
pay fees for additional reading
material distributed by individual
departments, Junior Class
Representative Ty Hyderdally
asked what percentage of student
tuition goes to undergraduate
departments, and why these
departments are so overburdened
that they must charge duplication
fees.

SCHOLARSHIP
The Department of Educationl

is offering fellowships for
graduate study leading to the
Ph.D. degree. Those candidates
must be U.S. citizens who are
either graduating seniors or
graduate students with fewer
than twenty graduate semester
hours completed. Eligible fields
of study include the humanities
and social sciences.
The awards are for one year

and are for up to $10,000. The
deadline. for applications is
March 7. For applications, call
(202)-732-4415 or contact J.D.
Goodyear in the Office of
Academic Advising, 122 Mer-
ryman, extension 8216. 

Muller responded that tuition is
not directly allocated back to the
departments. Tuition stays in
either school and is used by the
respective dean to fund opera-
tions. "The departments simply
do not have the funds that would
allow for a great duplication of
materials that they want the
students to read," said Muller.
Sophomore Class Represen-

tative George Lerner then asked
if money being allocated to such
programs as the Nanjing Center
are, in effect, hurting the
undergraduates by taking funds
away from the School of Arts and
Sciences, which is facing a
_budget deficit.

Muller answered, "I do not
think that undergraduates are af-
fected by the budgetary situations
in Arts and Sciences. The suspen-
sion of commitments has been
lifted ...and there will be
replacements of people, par-
ticularly people who teach
undergraduates, who have either
left or died. There will, however,
be no across-the-board increase in
faculty size."
Many students, who are not

wealthy, are also not receiving
-financial aid, noted Senior Class
Representative David Gitlitz. He
asked what would be done to in-
sure that these students will not
be squeezed out of the system as
a result of trends in increasing
tuition.

Muller responded, "I am con-
cerned about squeezing out the
middle income students. I would
like to see whether we can do

more from our own resources to
help these students." Muller also
stressed that twenty cents of every
tuition dollar goes into financial
aid.
Sophomore Bill Henry then

asked why money from the $450
million fund-raising campaign
could not be allocated to the
School of Arts and Sciences to
avoid a tuition increase.
The bulk of giving comes from

people who donate millions or
hundreds of thousands of dollars,
said Muller. Usually, he said, this
money is donated with
restrictions.
"The bulk of our donors are

simply not the undergraduate
alumni of Johns Hopkins," he
said. "Some of the largest gifts
come from grateful patients of
our physicians and slightly more
than half of the $450 million is
designated for Hopkins Medical
School."
As a result, continued Muller,

"it is difficult to raise money in
support of the Department of
English or the Department of
History than it is to raise money
for opthalmology, cancer
research, or any of the medical
problems that beset the human
race. . . because nobody ever died
of English."
Saying that "there is virtually

no discretionary money in that
$403 million" that has already
been raised, Muller conclued, "I
can tell you quite certainly that
Arts and Sciences is running at a
deficit and will continue to run at
a deficit. This would be brutally

•
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John Kea

University President Steven Muller, who announced the annual tuition
increase at a special Tuesday meeting of the Student Council.

magnified if we did not have this
income. . . We're asking for this
money because we actually need
it.

FitzGerald then asked if a stu-
dent could join the finance com-
mittee and then explain to the Stu-
dent Council what occurs during
the committee's meetings.

Muller commented that the dif-
ficulty with this proposal would
be in defining a "student." Many
other divisions of Hopkins face
tuition increases, he said, and to
place an undergraduate on the
finance committtee would
necessitate placing students from
other divisions on the committee
as well.

TUITION KEEPS RISING 
Year Tuition

Percent
Increase

Inflation
Index*

Percent
Increase

Constant
Dollars

Net
Increase

1977-8 3,750 7.10/0 63.8 6.7% 5,880 .4%

1978-9 4,050 8.0% 69.8 9.4% 5,805 -1.2%

1979-80 4,500 11.1% 79.1 13.4% 5,687 - 2.0%

1980-1 5,075 12.8% 88.2 11.5% 5,754 1.2%

1981-2 5,850 15.3% 95.9 8.7% 6,103 6.10/0

1982-3 6,700 14.5% 100.0 4.3% 6,700 9.8%

1983-4 7,600 13.4% 103.7 3.7% 7,327 9.4%

1984-5 8,600 13.2% 107.7 3.9% 7.983 9.0%

1985-6 9,400 9.3% 110.9 2.9% 8,479 6.2%

1986-7 10,200 8.5% 113.4 2.3% 8,993 6.10/0

1987-8 11,000 7.8% 118.0 4.0% 9,321 3.6% est.

1988-9 12,000 9.1% 122.7 4.0% 9,779 4.9% est.

*1982 =100 News-Letter Chart Department

State Dept. official finds Korea
relations with U.S. important

KOREA, from 5

added that the U.S.'s placing
pressure on the Soviet Union and
China to censure North Korea for
its actions might prove more
fruitful.

Another question concerned
U.S. presidential candidate
Richard Gephardt's comment in
Iowa that a Chrysler K-Car, if
sold in South Korea, would cost
the equivalent of $46,000. The
person asking the question asked
why Gephardt had focused

specifically on Korea, when other
Asian nations added similar
tariffs and duties on American
automobiles.
Dunlop said that Gephardt

knew that the success of foreign
cars, especially Korean-built
Hyundais, was an "issue of emo-
tional conflict," particularly to
Midwesterners.

In attacking South Korea in
particular, Gephardt merely took
advantage of the "know-nothing
aspect" of some Iowans, said
Dunlop.

"But it would help if the 400'
percent duty [on American
automobiles imported to South
Korea] was reduced," he added.
Dunlop received a B.A. in in-

ternational relations from Yale
University and continued his
studies with a Fulbright Scholar-
ship to West Germany. Entering
the Foreign Service in 1960,
Dunlop went on to become a
politcal counselor in Yugoslavia,
Vietnam, and South Korea.

SC considers
weight room
improvements

COUNCIL, from 2

Also at the meeting:
IN.Junior Susan Land announc-

ed an upcoming dance marathon,
to be held from 8 p.m. to 8 p.m.
on March 11 and 12. She said that
the grand prize is a night in a
"queen-size suite" in a
downtown hotel, and that other
prizes will be offered.

01.FitzGera1d announced that
work on convincing the Athletic
Center to improve the weight
room is continuing. "We need
better weight facility, because the
one that is there is dangerous,"
he said.

P.-Henry asked that an alloca-
tion be made in Council's budget
for next year for his Winter Car-
nival event. FitzGerald supported
the idea, guessing that it might be
a better use for funds than "hav-
ing another dance that nobody
will attend."

1110-FitzGerald said that he and
Buildings and Grounds Commit-
tee Chairwoman Bel Barker are
"working...on getting im-
provements on the second escort
van," a concern of many
students.

TRAVEL

Baltimore Hebrew University
will sponsor a two week study
tour of major sites of Jewish in-
terest in Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, and Poland from June
20 to July 4. The tour leader is
Robert Shapiro, assistant pro-
fessor of Yiddish and history at
Baltimore Hebrew University.
Academic credit will be con-

tingent upon successful comple-
tion of a study program design-
ed and supervised by Shapiro.

Reservations are due by
March 31. For information on
costs and itinerary and details
on arrangements for observance
,of dietary laws, call 578-6900.
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Lets You Be a usAlle.
PART OF THE

ACTION!!! eixi4
We bought 100 Tix LIGHT
JUST FOR YOU!! six

Thunder
vs.

Phila. Wings
(Baltimore Arena)
Sat., Feb. 27th at 1 p.m. Only $5

First come, first served!

Buses leave from MSE at 12 Noon
Tickets on sale at the Union Desk

or see Lou G. (366-6773)

-
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Baithiore

Thunder
•-•

We're Doing It Again!!!
PizzApeel II (Sophomores Only)

Tuesday, Feb. 23 at 8:45 p.m.
A 11-U-Can Eat (pizza, soup, salad) $2.00

First 100 Through the Door!!
his is your chance to give us a slice

of your mind!!!
lso— Spring Fair Booth sign-up.

This, you don't want to miss!!
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Up, and up, and up, and up

Tuition increases remain a rite of
passage into Spring and a thorn in the
side of students and their families who
face the ubiquitous and growing
challenge of funding higher education.
Explanations, rationalizations and
substanciations for the need for the in-
crease abound. Emotionally, it is hard
to accept a $1000 rise in tuition in a
single year.
While University President Steven

Muller addressed the Student Council
this week, he proposed that students
must help pay for improving the school.
The increase, according to Muller, is
going toward renovation and expansion
of facilities.

Fielding questions from Council
members, Muller maintained that this
was the only cause for the increase. The
situation for Homewood, in other
words, is status quo. Budget deficits and
other projects such as the Nanjing
Center are not sucking up under-

graduate tuition money.
Other matters that are in Hopkins

direct interest besides improving
facilities do lay claim to our money.
Quite justly, 20 cents on every dollar
of tuition goes to financial aid. Muller
acknowledges how important this is,
and how still more must be done.
A more natural conclusion than any

other is that Hopkins is acting with fiscal
responsibility; rising costs and maintain-
ing and upgrading the school is costing
everyone involved more money.
The issue of constantly rising tuition

raises serious concern. If this increase
comes in a status quo situation, is a 6%
annual increase a permanent fixture? If
so, the future has a somewhat gloomy
tint for years of students facing
astronomical bills for higher education;
it looks still gloomier for universities
who will inevitably take cuts in the
diversity and quality of the students who
can attend them.

Capturing Cuomo

Three cheers go to the graduation
speaker committee for securing New
York Governor Mario Cuomo as this
year's commencement speaker.
Having received much recognition for

his keynote speech in the 1984 National
Democratic Convention, Cuomo's ap-
peal nevertheless transcends all political
boundaries. Many have hoped he would
enter this year's presidential race;
perhaps it is his abstinence which has
made him that much more appealing.
Regradless, Cuomo is likely to pro-

vide a most interesting speech for those
in attendance this May.
We commend the speaker committee

for their ability to aquire such a widely-
recognized, quality speaker. The com-
mittee has to work within stringent
budgetary constraints while trying to at-
tract a lucrative speaker. Past commit-

tees, working under similar limitations,
were sometimes far less successful.
Even last year's speaker choice was a
dubious one. The committee selected
Howard Cosell—a well-known per-
sonality, yes; however, the sportscaster
seemed to be an unlikely choice, con-
sidering the nature of the school. (Or
perhaps it was his tragic flaw—his
reference to the John Hopkins
University—which left everyone with a
sour taste in their mouths.)
Mario Cuomo, on the other hand, has

a popular appeal which is enhanced by
his intellectual ability. In this election
year, his presence will be that much
more timely.
The Graduation Speaker Committee

deserves a special thanks for their ef-
forts; this year's Commencement will
surely be a memorable one.

A Little Leeway
Gratuitous Gunplay
by A. Lee Davis

On my way into Super-Food,
down on Greenmount, I glanced
at the window of a neighboring
video store, and there saw
something I found at once too
ironic to go by unreported. In the
corner of the window, just above
the sill, was a poster which
depicted the business end of a
.38. Underneath were the words,
"If you see a gun, call." I'd seen
the poster before—in WaWa, out-
side of 7-11—but I'd never
glimpsed it in the decidedly in-
congruous circumstances which
then confronted me. Above the
poster was Charles Bronson, a
.44 as big as his head jutting from
his grip. To the right were Lee
Marvin and Chuch Norris, sub-
machine guns blazing. To the left
was some no-name with a deter-
mined grimace and a gleaming
pistol. It was almost funny. If you
see a gun . . .
Skin-flicks and vengeance-

oriented films have many things
in common. They are both easy
to write, cast, and shoot. They
both sacrifice artistic quality for
mass appeal to questionable emo-
tions. They both bring in big
bucks for a relatively paltry in-
vestment. Much time, and even
more money, has been spent in-
vestigating how exposure to por-
nography affects male viewers.
Does watching blue movies incite
men to commit rape? From what
I've read, the answer is no.
However, men who were con-
stantly exposed to pornographic
images did ossify in one specific
way. The movies created an at-
titude of tolerance; brutality

towards women began to be
overlooked.
Now, in most video store,s, a

fifteen-year-old can't get his
hands on "All American Girls in
Heat," but he has his choice of
the newest revenge/slasher/shoot
'em ups. If he has access to a
VCR and $1.50 to spare, he can
watch (in slow motion) a bullet
pierce someone's brain, obliterate
someone's chest, knock someone
through a ten-story window.
While everyone who watches
these movies will not go out and
shoot someone, again, an attitude
is created in the viewer, a belief
that violence is always justified,
that for every situation, a gun is
the answer.

In these films, potency is
equated with violence. The
character's very gender is incor-
portated in his weapon. Who is
Dirty Harry without his Smith &
Wesson? Who is Rambo without
his ridiculously phallic 12-inch
knife? This association is not as
dangerous to me or my peers as
it is to young men still in their
vaguely defined "formative
years." According to these
movies, to be a man is to blow
away those who have offended
you. Gender identification is that
simple.
I'm particularly concerned

about the young men of Baltimore
City, whose penchant for
shooting each other has
sociologists, religious leaders,
and community spokesmen
screaming for a halt. Playground
disputes which previously had
been settled with fists are now

See LEE, 9
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Opinion
Game Show Fun, the Hopkins Way

by Eric Ruck

Ladies and Gentlemen,
children of all ages and grad
students, it's time to play Johns
Hopkins' favorite game show,
Expand That Campus! And now
here's your host, that wild and
crazy guy, President Steve
Muller! Let's have a big round of
applause!

Last week, researchers won big
money when they figured out
how to start an internationally-
renowned AIDS institute without
adding any faculty or buildings.
This week, let's see if anyone can
figure out how to add a new
Chemistry building.

The rules of the game are
simple:
1) As the character and

historical significance of the
Homewood campus must be
preserved, the building must be
added without significant altera-
tion to the landscape, skyline, or
any other building.
2) This new building must be

constructed with lots of parking.
3) The costs of architectural

design and construction must not
exceed the present budget of the
School of Arts and Sciences,
which at this time is operating at
a deficit.
4) This project must at least be

in the planning stage by the return

of Our Saviour.
5) The immediate families of

Johns Hopkins employees are not
eligible to participate, although
their help in restraining the facul-
ty from making matters any
worse would be appreciated.
The winner of the contest will

receive the three odd socks and
$4.37 in change found in the third
dryer to the left in the laundry
room in AMR II; a lifetime
subscription to the News-Letter,
including the special Lacrosse
and Valentine's Day issues; a life-
size photograph of Steve Muller,
autographed and full of dart
holes; and a News-Letter
tee-shirt.

With Ringing Ears Open
by James Rosen

Last Friday's February 12th
edition of the News-Letter includ-
ed a free condom, as most readers
are no doubt aware. But I would
like to call to the attention of the
News-Letter's readership two
telephone calls I received the day
of that issue's publication.
My comic strip for that issue

focused three of its four panels on
the completely and obviously fic-
titious conversation between the
two Editors-in-Chief of the News-
Letter, Elizabeth Harrigan and
Brad Handler. As the strip went,
Brad wondered increduously how
Liz could include the condoms in
that week's News-Letter without
first checking with any ad-
ministration officials, particular-
ly Dean of Students Chris Colom-
bo. Liz replied that Brad was
overreacting: "You never know
what [Dean Colombo's] reaction
might be . . . " The fourth panel of
the strip featured an impressive
desktop and accompanying chair,
obviously Dean Colombo's of-
fice, and an anonymous thought-
balloon, obviously the Snoopy-
esque "unattributed" words of
Dean Colombo himself: "Whoa?
What's this. . . A condom—. . .
Mmm . . .Goucher, here I
come!"

Well, that Friday afternoon, I
received a telephone call from a
girl who identified herself as a
Goucher student. She asked me to
"explain" my strip, as she
"didn't see any humor in it at
all." I explained that I'd be pleas-
ed to do so, but that first she
would have to tell me what she
supposed I meant by the strip; had
she any clue at all? "You can't
even construct a simple
hypothesis as to what it might
mean?" My caller admitted that
this was indeed a task beyond her
capabilities.

I explained the humor in the
cartoon (despite my conviction
that analysis kills humor), by try-
ing to convey the incongruity of
an administration official: A) not
being told beforehand about
something like putting condoms
in the school newspaper; B) not
minding that someone put con-
doms in the school newspaper;
and C), actually glad for the fact,
and ready to take advantage of his
good fortune by chasing college-
aged girls at a traditional nearby
mixing scene.

Just when 1 thought that she
was an inch closer to getting this
remarkably subtle and complex
joke, she told me that the cartoon
"was a sick portrayal of Goucher
students." Stung, I responded
that no portrayal of any Goucher
student actually appeared in the
cartoon—only one man's ob-
viously facetious perception of
Goucher, for his chances for
"scoring" there were actually
portrayed. After awhile, I thank-
ed her for her time and
initiative—after all, I am always
eager to hear any comments about
"With Eyes Closed"—and hung
up.
Not more than three minutes

later, I received a call from
another girl, who also identified
herself as a Goucher student. And
although this new caller dialed
my number to complain about the
strip only seconds after the first
Goucher student, she claimed not
to know her predecessor. Fancy
that! No calls on a strip for near-
ly two years, and then two
strangers call to complain about
the same strip within minutes of
one another! I must remember to
get in touch with Ripley's.
Anyway, the second caller rais-

ed similar objections, and
demanded an apology, which she
claimed was something more than
a few Goucher students wanted
from me. (And, although I was
later told by a friend that several
angry letters were on their way,
the News-Letter has to date not
received any.) "All humor is at
someone's expense," I told her.
She begged to differ with that, but
stopped doing so once I told her
that that was a quotation from
Groucho Marx, who I presumed
knew more about humor than
either one of us. I then also ex-
plained that I failed to see how a
Goucher student could construe
the humor of this cartoon as be-
ing at Goucher College's
expense.
The real point here is that my

strip was wholly inoffensive, and,
as such, I can't really see
apologizing to anyone, least of all
Goucher students, who were not
even satirized in any way. My se-
cond caller said that any school's
name could have gone in place of
Goucher's, and I reminded her
that Goucher has historically been
linked to Johns Hopkins,
especially as a social scene for
males, since the female-male

ratio at Goucher exceeds our
own. To whom is this not an ac-
cepted fact? She went on to argue
that I was helping to perpetuate
a myth of Goucherian promiscui-
ty, and I told her that in actuali-
ty, the strip gave no indication as
to the likelihood of Dean Colom-
bo's chances at using the condom
at Goucher.
As an aside, it seems worth

noting that even if! had satirized
Goucher in some way, I don't
think that anyone who reads the
comic strip would really believe
that they were receiving reliable,
factual and unexaggerated infor-
mation from the strip. They read
the articles for that. I view my
tiny little assignment as a chance
to maybe throw some light on
certain things by taking real-life
events to a new level of absurdi-
ty, a point from which we might
be able to see those events with
a little more irony or wistfulness.

I do not now consider Goucher
girls promiscuous, nor have I
ever, for reasons even beside my
own experiences with them. I
have only the deepest respect for
Goucher as an academic institu-
tion, and for the people who at-
tend Goucher. Nor was my car-
toon meant to convey any sen-
timents to the contrary. Usually
my cartoon is structured so
simplistically that it's almost im-
possible to have difficulty discer-
ning any satiric victims. I don't
think this cartoon represented a
significant departure.
In closing I wish to invoke the

Beatles lyric from which the com-
ic strip's name was taken: "Liv-
ing is easy with eyes closed/
Misunderstanding all you
see . . . . " Open your eyes, ladies,
and maybe you'll start to under-
stand the comic strips you read
together.

The names from the preceding ac-
count were purposefully deleted.
Incidentally, James Rosen felt
that the names of the participants
should have been included. Ac-
cording to Rosen, those who
desire a voice should be willing
to endure criticism of their pro-
nouncements, constructive or
otherwise.

Let's do a quick poll of our
studio audience. Excuse me,
miss, what do you think the
School of Arts and Sciences
should do?
"Well, I think that the school

should get that company that was
going to build a dome over
Camden Stadium for free, see,
and they could build one for us
over the freshman quad between
AMR I and Mudd Hall. Then we
could divide the dome up into
rooms. The acoustics couldn't be
any worse than they are in the ex-

isting halls and the freshmen
could get to some of their classes
without going outside in bad
weather."
There you have it, folks! If you

have a suggestion that can top this
one, send it to the News-Letter,
care of Expand That Campus.
And before you leave, you should
remember these words of advice:
the key of life is to keep smiling,
or people will know you're con-
fused. And the early moose gets
teased by his friends, so sleep
late.

Letters 

Letter Policy

The News-Letter welcomes
letters to the editor. However,
we're sick of getting letters that
are too long. Like you, Firas.
Your letter was 480 words. Our
maximum is 300 words, which'
should come as no surprise
because we're always printing
this Letters Policy but I guess no
one reads it. Look, people, we
hate calling you up all the time,
saying, "You're letter's too long,
come back and edit it." 300
words, or no go. And typed,
double-spaced, and in by Tuesday
at 5 p.m. Got it?

SC Accomplishments

To the Editor:

I was very upset at the
slanderous comments made in last
week's News-Letter regarding the
Student Council. The News-Letter
claims that Council has not
achieved anything of value lately
and more specifically that the
committee chairmen are not do-
ing enough. This is simply not
true.
During the past six months, I

have seen great achievements
from these chairpeople and I
believe that the entire campus
community is greatly indebted to
them for their efforts this year.
We should acknowledge Ty

Hyderally, Athletic Committee
,Chairman whose efforts have

See LETTERS, 11
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ended by a shout, a shot, some
blood. Teenagers are blasted
because they stepped on the
wrong person's toes—not in a
metaphorical sense, but literally,
for scuffing someone's sneakers.
According to a recent Baltimore
Magazine article, some teenagers
are just waiting for the chance to
shoot someone, confident that
said action will raise their status
in the eyes of their peers. These
fellows do not need encourage-
ment.
A friend who is an avid fan of

such "entertainment" claims that
vengeance films have a beneficial
effect, that they help us get in
touch with and release primeval
feelings of anger. During one
Death Wish flick that I happened
to be watching (I can't recall
which, not that it matters), I saw
Charlie's wife murdered, his
maid raped, et cetera, and clen-
ching my fists along with the rest
of the viewers, thought "Go
Charlie! Chase down the drug
fiends that did the deed and
dispatch them to scum-of-the-
earth hell!" My heart was poun-
ding during the film, but after-
wards I knew that, had I never
seen a frame, I would never have
been enraged. My anger was not
antecedent to the film, waiting to
be drawn out; it was provoked by
it. In "real-life" my anger never
existed. If these movies are mak-
ing anger out of nothing, then
they are hardly beneficial.

After my car was broken into,
I didn't chase down the thief and
put a bullet in his head. I called
the insurance company and clean-
ed up the glass in my front seat.
Just as we know that women
don't generally approach strange
men for strange sex in strange
places, we know that gratuitous
gunplay is not part of real life.
We know that east is east, and
west is west, that movies are fan-
tasy, that the people of this city
are reality.

Unfortunately, this is hardly
"ne'er the two shall meet." Last
semester something very distur-
bing happened. Some may cite
intra-city pressures and media in-
fluence, but for whatever reason
the story didn't warrant substan-
tial coverage. What happened?
During a showing of Death Wish
5 at the UA Harbor Park
Cinemas, a patron pulled out a
pistol and began shooting. Before
he was stopped, another Bronson
fan got more than he paid for at
admission, and lay bleeding in the
aisle.
There, at one instant, in one

person's head, fantasy leaked in-
to reality. There, for one instant,
someone was at the wrong place
at the wrong time. It could very
well have been a Hopkins stu-
dent, or a kid who told his mother
he was going to see Golden
Child. The guns are out there, in
reality. They don't deserve a
place of honor in fantasy. If I only
see them on posters, my day will
be made.
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The world is waiting
Be an exchange student.

Step into an adventure filled with opportunities and challenges. As
part of International Youth Exchange, a Presidential Initiative for peace,
you live abroad with your new host family. Learn new skills. Go to new
schools. Make new friends.

Young people from all segments of American society are
being selected. If you'd like to be one of them, write for more
information on programs, costs and financial aid.

Help bring the world together, one friendship at a time.

Mu A message from The Advertising Council and The International Youth Exchange.

Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

There's No Place Like Home
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HOUSING
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resulted in a significant increase
in attendance for Hopkins' sports.
We shold also not overlook the
work of Bel Barker's Buildings
and Grounds Committee, whose
assistance has been invaluable in
efforts to obtain additional quad
lighting, a new bike rack for the
dorms, and additional wall pad-
ding for the rear gymnasium.
Dave Hannan's Education

Committee has given us realistic
Pass/Fail and Add/Drop
deadlines as well as recently com-
pleting a comprehensive survey
of TA's and undergraduate advis-
ing. Bill Henry, and the Com-
munication Committee, have kept

the campus informed and recent-

ly began printing a weekly

speakers list. Graham Hankey has
kept the McShuttle and shuttles to
BWI, White Marsh Mall, and
Hopkins' hockey games going
strong. Other committees headed
by Lora Simms and Neil Seidman
have helped to inform the student

body of services offered by the
university.
This year, as promised, much

has been done to improve the
social atmosphere on campus, in-
cluding Hoppy Hour and more

numerous Class and Council

events. Even this is a partial and

incomplete list of the ac-
complishments of this year's
council. How's that for action?

Mark Klupt

The author is treasurer of the

Student Council.

Activities, not Politics

To the Editor:

For the second time this year,
the editorial staff of the News-
Letter has chosen the supposed in-
effectiveness of the Student
Council as the subject of a week-
ly editorial. Earlier this year, I
chose to ignore such careless
journalism. Yet, on this occasion,
I feel that I must respond, not on
my own behalf, but more impor-
tantly on the behalf of the in-
dividuals who make up the Stu-
dent Council.

This year Council has introduc-
ed us to a variet of activities, in-
cluding P.T. Flagg's Night,
Senior Night at P.J.'s Recovery

Room, Hoppy Hour, and the con-
cept of a quad party. It has helped
to charter Hopkins club sports
teams with the Student Activities
Commission, appointed outstan-
ding chairmen for Symposium
and Spring Fair, and worked hard
to introduce the Hopkins com-
munity to the plight of our
homeless neighbors. Obviously,
to say that Council has very little
to show for its efforts this year is
simply not true.

In response to the News-
Letter's accusation that brief
meetings reflect ineffectiveness
or lack of purpose, I will simply
reiterate my campaign platform
of a year ago. This campaign
centered on the issues of social
programming and community
service, not on the transformation

of Council into a forum for irrele-
vant political debate.
Each week, the members of the

Student Council gather in the
Shriver board room to report on
the services and entertainment
which they will provide to the stu-
dent body during the coming
semester. If the News-Letter
editors are dismayed because the
brief length of this year's Coun-
cil meetings produces few con-
troversial political issues to
report, then I suggest that they
use the additional half hour to
properly research the subjects of
their editorials.

Scott J. FitzGerald
The author is president of the
Student Council.

See LETTERS, 12

A Memo
From The
Dean Of
Student
Air Fa •

• Hi, I'm your Dean,
McLean Stevenson.

And I've got some
great news about this
year's Spring Break.

You can afford it.
Without having to sell your books, your stereo, or your

roommate. You see, I represent Piedmont Airlines and
I know that if you like low fares, you're going to like flying on
Piedmont. Just remember to book well in advance.

With a little planning, you and your friends can party in
any of the 50 cities coast tocoast that Piedmont flies to.

So, if you really want this year's Spring Break to be very
memorable, yet very affordable, get to your local travel agent
or call Piedmont at 1-800-251-5720 and start researching it
now. Because you can't cram for low airfares.

APYAEffit774977MIAVI
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Bad Baseball Timing

To the Editor:

Back when it was baseball

season, I found it enjoyable to

read an article in the News-Letter

that dealt with professional

sports, this being Sean Bramble's

weekly column. His knowledge

of baseball is excellent, and the

column spiced up a flat Sports

section. But to have to read about

baseball in November overdid it.

And now in early February, he is

back. Sean, can't you write about

the NBA, NHL, or Winter Olym-

pics and save your baseball for

the week before Major League

baseball starts? Your writing is

fine; it's the timing that is bad.

Greg Bronsvag

Involvement in Honor

To the Editor:

Several weeks ago, the Student

Council formed an ad hoc com-

mittee to investigate the possibili-

ty of reintroducing an honor
system to Hopkins. As a member
of this committee, lam writing to
urge students to become actively
involved in this committee and its
functions.

Student involvement will make
or break any honor system.

This fact has already been

clearly seen here at Hopkins.
Both the old honor system's aban-

donment in the mid 1970's and

the ineffectiveness of the present

ethics system can be attributed to

low student participation. From
our experiences at Hopkins, we

know that any honor system that

is introduced here must have the

full support of the student body

in order to be effective.
This committee is presently

considering instituting an entire-

ly student-run honor system

similar to those at Princeton and

the University of Virginia.

Several details of the proposed

system are disclosed in the ad-

joining letters. Hopefully, the

characteristics of this system will

encourage students to take an ac-

tive role in upholding academic

honor at Hopkins.
Details of the proposal aside,

the fact remains that Hopkins

students must make a conscious

effort to be active in the develop-
ment and maintenance of such a
system. I urge interested students
to become involved with this
committee. I also urge every stu-
dent to talk amongst their friends
about this idea and about what

honor means to a University com-

munity. If Hopkins students are

ever to enjoy the benefits of a

student-run honor system, they

must be active in its implementa-

tion now.

David Hannan

HC Feasibility

To the Editor:

Many questions emerge as we

discuss a viable alternative to the

current ethics code. One issue

with which we are grappling is

how to inject an honor code into

the current climate. Most people

consider the honor code a good
and noble idea, if only we lived

in an ideal world.
I agree; it is simply unrealistic

to consider such an option.

Hopkins may not be ideal, but
over time, I believe we can
develop an honor code which

may be phased in over a period
of several years. The Admissions
process and Orientation program
can inculcate a sensitivity to and
pride in an honor code from the
'beginning.

First, we need to introduce ap-
plicants to the honor code in the
admissions process, establishing
an awareness of the issue prior to
their arrival at Hopkins. From
there, it can be continued in the
Orientation program. Orientation

offers an opportune time to in-

troduce students to the Hopkins

ethics policy. Ethics could be a

focal point in the speeches and
tours to which freshmen are sub-
jected to upon their arrival.
Discussions of what it is, of the
responsibilities inherent in it, of
the benefits derived, and of why

it developed are placed easily
among the programs. Student Ad-
vising and Housemaster training
affords another captive audience.
As the creators of first impres-
sions, we can establish a tone
conducive to an honor code.
We have discussed a program

with features to be added and
changed with each incoming
class, and as awareness and
responsibility grow in the com-
munity. Feasibility must be
weighed in all these considera-
tions. Ultimately, in four to five
years we would like to see self-
scheduled, unproctored exams.
However, we need to give the
community time to adjust to the
new program, and to develop a
sense of pride in the system. Most
people concede that the current
system does not really work. We
need suggestions and concerns
from the entire student body.
Hopkins students deserve better
than the current system. A well-
thought out, phased program
evaluated annually just might
work.
What have we got to lose?

Lora Sims

HC: Improving Climate

To the Editor:

When the Human Climate Task
Force issued its report this fall,
one of the concerns addressed

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL
SPECIALISTS
'WE'RE RIGHT INyoultmcgorARTY
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was the atmosphere among

students. Tension, lack of trust,
and cutthroat competition all con-

tribute to a feeling of unease and

intensity that is counterproduc-

tive. Students go away to college
not only to study, but to learn
how to cope with real life, how

to rely on each other for
assistance, and to develop faith in
their peers.

It has been said that a student
can learn as much from a two-
hour discussion with a friend late
at night in the dorms as she can
in three weeks worth of lectures.
This is true not only because we
can learn from others' ex-,
periences, but because such
discussion helps clarify our own
values while instilling a tolerance
for other opinions. Unfortunate-
ly, because of the intensely
single-minded academic at-
mosphere-at Hopkins, there is lit-
tle opportunity to foster such con-
tact and maturity.

Instead, at Hopkins students are
wary of one another, the competi-
tion for "the edge" squeezing out
much of the comraderie that is
present at other undergraduate
schools and even professional
schools and which usually tends
to cement bonds of fellowship and
goodwill.
There is very little sense of

"we are all in this together," but
instead competition is carried to
such an extreme that it is the end
purpose; the goal is not
knowledge or learning, but who
can score the highest on a given
exam or in a particular class. Nor
does it stop within the major, for
there is even puerile bickering
between students as to whose ma-
jor is more demanding—as if
quantity of work is a validator of
importance! Pointless at best, it
ignores the reason behind a
choice of major, the desire to
study in-depth a particular body
of knowledge.

I believe part of the answer lies
in reinstating an Honor Code. It
would be reaffirmation of both in-
dividual and community respon-
sibility, creating pride in integri-

See LETTERS, 13
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ty and the upholding of a code of
conduct which would not only be
more civil but more relaxed than
the unofficial one of tension we
currently operate under. Assured
that their colleagues and peers
were not scheming nefariously to
outsmart both them and the pro-
fessor, students could comfor-

tably compete on a healthy,

honest, and equal basis, instead of
squabbling over who can borrow
who's old exams or obstructing
other students' use of reserve
materials through various means.
As the Task Force state, "the

erosion of faith in our colleagues
can be as damaging as dishones-
ty itself." Of course, it will take

time to rebuild that faith and trust;
how much time is dependent on-
ly upon the collective will of the
student body. I believe, however,
that we are ready for a return to

such a system, for not only would

it be an assertion of personal
pride, but of pride in the ex-

cellence our University should
encourage—not only academic
excellence, but moral excellence

as well. If we are ready to accept
such a challenge, we must mere-
ly prove that it can work.

David B. Gitlitz

HC: Promoting Values

To the Editor:

I have, on prior occasions, us-
ed this forum to charaterize the
campus environment here as "op-
pressive and stifling" and to la-
ment the "insane quest for GPA
points" which seems to be the
primary activity of every Hopkins
student. On this occasion, I wish
to utilize this forum to discuss a
way in which we can effect a fun-
damental change in the nature of
our school and thereby render my
previous observations invalid.
The way is to reestablish an

Honor Code at Hopkins. An ac-
tive Honor Code would effective-
ly control one key phenomenon
that is a complete anathema to the
building of a true campus com-
munity: cutthroat competition.
Certain students at Hopkins,
seeking to compete with their
classmates for academic honors
and prestige, utilize methods to
improve their standing in this ,
competition which are in direct
violation with the standards of the
University and of common
human decency. The paranoia
that is created by this contest
fosters distrust among the
students. Unity can never be
achieved in this environment.

In this day and age when
academic excellence is so highly
prized, and thus, so richly
rewarded, we have lost sight of
the basic mission of this school:
to educate its students. We are not
here to compete against one
another, but against ourselves, to
achieve our own individual levels
of excellence. We the students,
with common bonds and common
believes, are all here together to
better ourselves. Why must we
consistently tear ourselves apart
over the drive to become #1?
The reinstitution of an Honor

Code at Hopkins will cause us to
remember many of the basic
values we learned as children:

responsibility, trust, sharing and
honor. At the same time, it will
cause us to recall those actions
which we have always considered
to. be wrong: lying, stealing and
cheating. Once we finally
recognize the lunacy of our pre-
sent endeavors, and move to
reinstitute an Honor Code, all of
us will benefit, if not from a
marked improvement in the
qualitiy of life, then certainly
from a marked improvement in
the clarity of our consciences.

Jeffrey S. De Cagna

Honor Code Facts
To the Editor:

There is a movement starting

on this campus which all of you
should know about. It has been
growing in momentum and will

affect all of us in many beneficial
respects. The movement? To in-

stall a revised honor code for the

entire student body. The

members of the honor board pro-

pose the following: (1) There
should exist a revised honor code.
(2) There should exist an honor
board made up of students and
one non-voting faculty member.
(3) This board should pass deci-
sions as to the guilt or innocence
of people brought before the
board. (4) The plaintiff's name
should not be used in the trial
after his/her initial interview. The
plaintiff's identity will remain
confidential and shall be known

only to the members of the honor

board. (5) The honor board shall
take on the position of plaintiff's
during the hearing of the accus-
ed. (6) The board will decide the
issue using hard core facts only.
If the facts are insubstantial, the
defendant will stand as not guilty.
We hope that this movement

will grow in strength so that a
sense of honor will be revitaliz-
ed among the students of the
University.

If you would like to get involv-
ed or have questions, please call
me at 889-5145.

Ty Hyderally

HC and Integrity

To the Editor:

Why are we as students temp-
ted to cheat? Some would argue
that the system itself with its in-
tense academic competitiveness
and grades based upon curves vir-
tually compels one to cheat. Few
students are caught and punished,
so it seems a worthwhile risk.
But cheating is more than tak-

ing a risk that you will be caught.
It is a violation of your own per-
sonal integrity and a violation of
the trust of your classmates.
Cynics would say that getting

the higher grade is more impor-
tant than your honor. Indeed,
unless you believe very firmly
that as an absolute, cheating is

wrong, you can easily submit to
the temptation.
And why not? Who really

knows where the line should be
drawn about what is cheating and
what isn't? What reward do you
receive for not cheating?
The sad fact is that there is no

prevailing ethos that encourages
students to keep their honor intact
and not cheat.

I believe that the implementa-
tion of an honor code would pro-
vide a way to encourage students
not to cheat.
An honor code would counter-

balance the notion that cheating
is justified. It would be a signed
commitment by each student to
keep his or her personal integri-
ty. It would also clearly define
what exactly constitutes cheating.

In addition, an honor code
would foster trust between
students. Trust would make the
atmosphere here at Hopkins less

See LETTERS, 15
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************************

Attention Seniors &
Graduate Students:

If you are completing your degree this year and
have not registered with the Office of Career
Counseling and Placement, please stop by 224A
Mergenthaler Hall as soon as possible. Interview
schedule for February 22 to March 4 is as follows'

February 22
February 23
February 24
February 26
March 1
March 2
March 2
March 3
March 3
March 4

Westinghouse
Chubb Insurance
McDonnell Douglas
Health Care Investments Inc.
IBM
Sherwood Capital Inc.
Motorola
Bureau of the Census
ANSER — Information Session
ANSER

For all interested students: Arthur Andersen will be mak
ing a presentation on Thursday, February 25th at 7:15
p.m. in 106 Latrobe This event is sponsored by ORSO.

Interviews are scheduled on a first-come, first- serve
•asis.. For further information regarding interviews or ser
vices offered, please stop by 224A Mergenthaler Hall

or call ext. 8056.

WIN PRIZES!!
*NERF HOOPS! *PIZZA!

*BASKETBALLS! *ETC.!
COME SEE THE LAST MEN'S HOME
VARSITY BASKETBALL GAME!!

February 20th at 8 p.m.
against Washington College

WIN, WIN, WIN!!!
ke part in the experience!!

Any questions? CALL: Ty Hyderdally
Chairman of Committee on Athletics

889 5145
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cutthroat so students could con-
centrate on learning with, instead
of getting ahead of, their

classmates.
I believe we owe it to ourselves

and our fellow students to
establish a positive ethical climate
at Johns Hopkins. Making a per-
sonal commitment to support the
implementation of an honor code
and agreeing to uphold an honor
code would be an important step
toward demonstrating personal
integrity and concern for fellow
students.

Erica Gum

HC Safeguards

To the Editors:

Every time someone mentions

an honor code on this campus,
students dismiss the issue, claim-
ing that a student will never
publicly accuse another student.
A student may be ostracized from
the community and would cer-
tianly be distrusted by classmates.
But what if the complaint could
be filed anonymously?
This would encourage students

to turn in offenders. Knowing that
anyone could turn you in would
prevent many of the ethics viola-
tions that take place. We would
have an environment where
students would avoid cheating in
front of other students, and
realistically how often does so-
meone cheat without anyone else
knowing about it?

Presenting the anonymity issue,
the question of false accusations
arises. This requirement that the

case be proven on material
evidence should prevent false ac-
cusations. Additionally, the
Princeton code states that lying
before the committee is a viola-
tion of the code. This too should
deter false accusations.
A final argument against an

honor code is that it would create
animosity between students. I
argue that this will instead create
a sense of responsibility among
students that we at Hopkins sorely
lack. It should be our responibili-
ty to enforce our ethical stan-
dards. The students in a class are
hurt by cheating, so it should be
the students who prevent it, rather
than relying on a professor to en-
force an ethical standard.

Steven Basta

Refuting Harrell

To the Editor:

This letter's purpose is refute

the false and incomplete facts that
Harrell states in his last letter.

Harrell points out that the con-
ditions in Gaza are squalid. I
hasten to add that in the West
Bank and Gaza under Arab rule

the average income was $100 per

annum while under the Israelis it

rose to $1000. Perhaps, condi-
tions are not as they should be
yet; but Israel is making an effort
that the Arab states never made.
Rather, the Arab states have been
the worst enemies of the Palesti-
nians. From 1948-1967, Egypt
made no effort to create a Palesti-

nian state in Gaza; nor did Jor-
dan from 1950-1967 when they

controlled the West Bank. If the
present riots had occurred under
Arab rule, they would be put
down far more devastatingly.
King Hussein disposed of 20,000
Palestinians in the 1970's Black
September and is terrified of the
idea of a Palestinian within a state
which would create a nightmare
for the indigenous shi'ite popula-
tion where terror would be a fact
of life. Unlike the Arab state's
rule, no political conditions have
been attached to the improvement
of the quality of life that has
steadily risen under Israel's con-
trol of the territories.
Goebbels would look with

relish at the insidious way Mr.
Harrell seeks to compare Israel
with South Africa. Let me
dismiss this comparison. In South
Africa an extremely small
minority of whites rules a vast
black majority that has no
political rights. In Israel an 83
percent Jewish majority shares

power with a 17 percent Arab

minority. Arab and Jew are total-

ly equal under the law. There is

no legal discrimination on the
basis of race. Indeed, Israel's
Declaration of Independence asks
the Arab inhabitants of Israel to
fully participate in the develop-
ment of the state. Since Israel has
not annexed the territories, it can-
not grant citizenship to the Arabs
of the West Bank and Gaza
because to do so is barred under
international law. Also, even if
they were granted citizenship,
Jews would still maintain better"'
than a three to two majority over
the Arabs, a proportion vastly dif-
ferent from that obtained in South
Africa. This is in contrast to
South Africa, who refuses to
grant full citizenship to its non-
white majority on the basis of
race.

Anti-semitism is a very strong
emotiop. It blinds to the point
where they pick isolated incidents
to achieve their ends. I am quite
aware of certain injustices that oc-

curred in the occupied territories,
but to try and infer that they are
occurring under some sort of
planned policy is absurd. Israel is
merely trying to maintain law and
order in a chaotic situation. Israel
did not start the Six Day War, but
it was left as a reluctant ad-
ministrator of the territories.

I urge those who are confused
on these issues to seek facts from
a legitimate source, not Harrell.

Samuel Schwarz

Defending Israel

To the Editor:

This letter is in response to the
anti-Israel propaganda that Har-
rejl espoused. I hope to clear up
the lies with facts that Harrel is
either ignorant of or has chosen
to overlook.

It is absurd to try to claim that
Israel has no interest in negotia-
tions. For the past 20 years Israel

has led a search for Arab leaders

able and willing to negotiate. On-

ly Sadat has made the step while"

the other Arab leaders have re-

jected negotiations and challeng-

ed Israel's right to exist.

Harrell speaks with seeming

support for the PLO and ques-

tions why Israel does not

negotiate with them. The PLO is

not a nation, but rather an ex-

treme fringe of terrorists. Arafat

speaking on radio Amman has

called for stronger riots in the ter-

ritories and for violence to start

within Israel proper. Arafat's

claim is as it always was: the
liberation of all of Palestine (pre
1967 included) by armed strug-
gle. Arafat never mentions com-
promise or negotiations.
When Israel has attempted

negotiations with responsible
Palestinian leaders, the PLO fre-
quently intervened. A moderate
candidate for the mayor of

See LETTERS, 16

4 4 Mom says the
house just isn't the
same without me,
even though it's
a lot cleaner',

Liz Corsini-Boston University•Class of1990

Just because your Mom
is far away, doesn't mean
you can't be close. You can
still share the love and
laughter on AT&T Long
Distance Service.

It costs less than you
think to hear that she likes
the peace and quiet, but
she misses you. So go
ahead, give your Mom a
call. You can clean your
room later. Reach out and
touch someone!

AT&T
The right choice.
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Nablus, Zafr el-Matri, suggested
talking to Israel. He was
assasinated by the PLO and so
were many others like him.
Hence, local moderates are in-
timidated from voicing their will-
ingness to talk to Israel.

Harrell asks for an explanation
of the detention of Hanna Siniora
and of efforts to deport Mubarek
Awad. Both men have intimate
ties to the PLO. If Harrell did his
homework he would see that
Awad has been very involved
with armed struggle and preaches
non-violent action only in addi-
tion to very violent action.
However, I would assume that
that fact held no use for Harrell.

Paul Diamond

Arab—Israeli Conflict

To the Editor:

Assuming that all that the sup-

porters of the Israeli idea hold

against Arabs is true, does that

win the case for Israel, for, clear-

ly, we acquiesce to all of its pro-

ponent attacks?
We do not think so, and for the

main reason: we believe that what
should preoccupy the interested
observer is not so much the past
Arab-Israeli behaviour as the
question of Israel, or rather Israel
and its legitimacy as a question.
For assuming we do prove the il-

legitimacy of Israel, does not that
win the case against Israel and,
from this point of view, settle the
whole Arab-Israeli issue?
And for us, legitimacy is es-

tablished by demonstrated land
proprietorship and not devious
notions of biblical rights. For the

sake of our argument, consider
this: In the 1920's the Jewish
community consisted of 10 per-
cent of the total population that
inhabited the region that we shall
call, for historical reasons,
Palestine. By the late 1940's that
community grew to form 30 per-

cent of the total, an increase
mostly due to immigration of

Jewish war survivors. In 1948,

the community, half of which
consisted of recent immigrants
who could not have lived in
Palestine for more than five
years, claimed 56 percent of the
Palestinian territory for the crea-
tion of the Israeli state.
Today, after two additional

wars, the Jewish comunity, ex-
panded by subsequent incomers
from the rest of the world, con-
trols the whole of Palestine. Now,
the lands seized since 1948 have
been victory fruits of wars that,
we will admit, the Arabs provok-
ed. Consequently, if the 1948
Israeli state proves to be
legitimate, that is if the Jewish
community behind its creation did
own every square inch of the land
it claimed for its statehood, then
Israel had the right to exist in
1948, the subsequent Arab at-

Terrific 2nd semester part-time job
openings for Juniors or Seniors.
Earn $20.00 per hour or more

Applicant must possess:
• Self Motivation • Outgoing
• Neat Appearence • Dynamic Personality

With desire to succeed! Must have car!
Please write immediately to:

College Calendar Company
P.O. Box 148
Whitesboro, NY 13492

WHAT
HIGH-TECH
ADDS TO

PERSONAL-
TOUCH
NURSING.

High-tech will never replace the care
and kindness of personal-touch nursing
What it can do is offer more scientific,
accurate treatment, freeing you up for
your personal care.

Army hospitals and medical centers
are among the leaders in the use of
high-tech instrumentation and meth-
ods. As a nurse you'll be encouraged to
continue your education, to continue
growing. As an Army Officer you'll be

a respected member of a topflight health care team. And never lose
your personal touch.

For more information on Army Nursing, call:

301 -483-3662

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

tacks were unwarranted, the fur-
ther occupation of Arab ter-
ritories is a consequence of
wrongdoings that must be ac-
cepted and, finally, today's Israeli
policies in the occupied territories
are justifiable defensive
measures. But if, on the other
hand, it is not the case that 20 per-
cent of the population (an ex-
tremely generous figure; 10 per-
cent for the original Jewish in-
habitants and 10 percent more for
half of the subsequent immigrants
who did actually purchase land)
should have owned 56 percent of
the territory, then Israel could not
have come about without il-
legtimate and therefore forceful
land appropriations at the expense
of native populations, and, fur-
thermore, the present measures in
the occupied territories are acts
that aim at the preservation of a
state which is fundamentally il-
legitimate. In that case, we can
not speak of Israel's right to ex-
ist before that right is at least legal
and legitimate. But do not
misunderstand us: we are not
claiming the contested lands ac-
tually belonged to Arabs, nor that
they were part of a Palestinian
state; it is quite all right that the
lands should belong to no one; let
them be for everyone's use but let
no one unjustifiably appropriate
them. So, above all, do not
mistake us for what we aren't; we
simply hold the view that Israel
is illegitimate and we do so
because many of us were victims

of such illegitimacy and had to
lose their land to provide for so-
meone else's house. In the Arab-
Israeli conflict we should be
preoccupied more by justice than
anything else, especially an unjust
peace.

Nehme Ayoub

Justifying Absurdity

To the Editor:

Reading the last issue of the
News-Letter one cannot help but
smile at the absurdity of some of
the letters to the editor. The ab-
surdity is not the attempted
justification of the barbaric
measures taken by the Israelis
agains unarmed, civilian
demonstrators. There really is no
need for justifying such actions
because anyone who has closely
monitoried the conflict would
have anticipated the Israelis to
take precisely these measures.
The absurdity lies in the

underlying attempts at justifying

Israel's land claims. Indeed by
referring to the ocupied territories
as Judea and Samaia, the Israelis
and their apologists are reminding
us of the Biblical claims of the
Jews over these lands. I still can-
not believe how, at the dawn of
the 21st century, some ostensibly
rational people are justifying
political and military actions by
the alleged land claims of what
can be viewed as a 6000 year-old

tribal god.
If we must regress ourselves to

the maturity of 4000 B.C.E.
politics, I feel compelled to pre-
sent the land claims of my own
people. Baal, the god of my
Phoenician ancestors, tells us that
we are his chosen people. In fact,
Phoenicia (today's Lebanon ex-
tended north to Tartous in Syria
and south to Jaffa) is our divine
right. Baal, as a matter of fact,
made his revelations to the
Phoenician before Yahweh made
his revelations to Moses. First
come, first served: Northern
Israel belongs to Lebanon.
As a curiosity, I must point out

that Israel was 'originally
inhabited by the Philistines (hence
Palestine) who the Hebrew tribes,
after escaping the tyranny of the
Pharoah, massacred and then
turned the survivors into slaves.
It is a marvel how history has the
propensity to repeat itself.
While I do not expect Israeli

politics to move to the 20th cen-
tury overnight, I hope that they
will soon move to 500 B.C.E. to
begin learning about democracy
from the Athenians.
This is not an attack against

Jews or Judaism. However, any
nation who claims to be part of
the civilized world and uses
religious claims or reasons to
justify violating all conceivable
laws of humanity is inviting
precisely this form of criticism.

Oussama Hinnani
1.411=14141110..M.I.M4

LIBERTY '88
A Fair Heard 'Round The World

Attention 6tudent Croup8

Any group interested in
having a

*beer booth
*soda booth
*food booth

independently & with a vendor)
*student midway game booth

or, interested in doing
*security
*trash
*parking

there will be a meeting
Tuesday, Feb. 23 at 9:00
p.m. in the Garrett Room.

41INErcliINMIIK.111M1141.11114.1011.4.11....=11.11.11•111.1   .M11.14.411111.1
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ACTIVITIES CALENDAR
All Hopkins events are free unless otherwise noted. Submit entries for consideration by Tuesday at 5 p.m. to the gatehouse. Questions?

Ask Brad x7647

Friday, Feb. 19
LAST DAY FOR PASS-FAIL REGISTRATION

4 - 7:30 p.m. HOPPY HOUR. Free munchies. Live
music by Andrew Moffitt — Glass
Pavilion

5 p.m. Young Trustee applications due —
Steinwald Alumni House

5:30 p.m. Conservative Jewish Services — Com-
mon Kitchen, AMR 1

6 p.m. Hopkins Catholic Community music
rehearsal and social — Newman House

7:15 p.m. Hopkins Christian Fellowship sponsored
open talk on Hell and Pain — Garrett
Room, MSE

8 p.m. Throat Culture, a comedy revue about
life at Hopkins — Arellano Theater

8 p.m. Nippon Students Association film
Angel's Egg — Maryland 110

8 & 10:15 p.m. WWF The Living Daylights — Shriver

8 & 10:15 p.m. Sr. Class Film Series Mosquito Coast
— Shaffer 3

8:15 p.m. Baltimore Symphony Orchestra Celebri-
ty Series — Meyerhoff Symphony Hall

8:30 p.m. Theatre Hopkins presents Quater-
maine's Terms. Through March 18. —
Merrick Barn

9:30 p.m. Grad Club hostsBad Boy Blues.

Saturday, Feb. 20
1 p.m. Black History Month film The Point —

Baltimore Museum of Art
7 p.m. Chinese Student Association New Year

Dinner Festival. $10 door, $9 at Union
Desk in advance. — Glass Pavilion

7 p.m. Jewish Students Association Film Fest
Annie Hall — AMR 1 TV Room

8 p.m. Men's Varsity Basketball vs.
Washington College

8 p.m. Throat Culture, a comedy revue about
life at Hopkins — Arellano Theater

8 p.m. Dance on the Edge: Daniel West
Dancers — Baltimore Museum of Art

8 & 10:15 p.m. WWF The Living Daylights — Shriver
8 & 10:15 p.m. Sr. Class Film Series Mosquito Coast

— Shaffer 3
8:15 p.m. Baltimore Symphony Orchestra Pops

— Meyerhoff Symphony Hall
8:30 p.m. Theatre Hopkins presents Quater-

maine's Terms. Through March 19. —
Merrick Barn

9 p.m. -? Phi Psi Beach Party — 3906
Canterbury

10 p.m. Chinese Students Association Dance
Party. $5 general, $3 with Hopkins ID
— The Rathskellar

Sunday, Feb. 21
11 a.m. Mass — Glass Pavilion

2:30 p.m. Theatre Hopkins Quatermaine's Terms.
Through March 20. — Merrick Barn

3 p.m. Baltimore Symphony Orchestra Pops
Meyerhoff Symphony Hall

4 p.m. Dance on the Edge: Daniel West

Dancers — Baltimore Museum of Art

7 p.m. Sunday Experience presents Dr. Haim

Gordon Education for Peace in Israel —
Arellano Theater

7 - 9:30 Reel World Lady Eve — Shriver Hall

Monday, Feb. 22
Classes are not cancelled as is mistakenly

printed in student handbook
5 p.m. Young Entrepeneurs Series: Alan Hirsh,

cofounder and former owner and
publisher of The City Paper: Don't Go
into business to Make Money — Great
Hall

5:30 p.m. Office of Cultural Affairs sponsors
Charles E. Rosenberg: The Care of
Strangers: The Rise of America's
Hospital System — Main Floor
Auditorium, Preclinical Teaching Building

9 - 11 p.m. Free munchies at the Grad Club

Tuesday, Feb. 23
8:15 p.m. Sylvia Adalman Recital Series of

Peabody Conservatory. $3 students. —
Miriam A. Friedberg Concert Hall, 1 E.
Mount Vernon Place

9 p.m. Spring Fair meeting. Student groups in-
terested in Beer, Soda, Food, Trash,
Parking, Security, Midway Games must
attend.

Wednesday, Feb. 24
12 p.m. Office of Special Events' Wednesday

Noon Series: The Music Group of Lon-
don — Garrett Room, MSE

4:30 p.m. Lyceum Panel Forum Human Sexuality
and AIDS — Shriver Theater

8 p.m. Hopkins Symphony Orchestra Chamber
Music. $4 general, $2 student and
senior citizens, free for JHU students
— Great Hall
Open mike at Grad Club. Sign up by
Tuesday, Feb 23

Thursday, Feb. 25
6 p.m. Outlet — Little Theater
7 p.m. Housing Lottery Information Session

Shriver
8 p.m. Baltimore Film Forum The Letter —

Baltimore, Museum of Art
8:30 p.m. East European Film Series Man

of Marble — Mergenthaler 111
Live D.J. Beat Club at the Grad Club

Friday, Feb. 26
4 - 7:30 p.m. HOPPY HOUR — Glass Pavilion

Jazz Band Phase at the Grad Club

Registration for Housing Lottery Feb. 26 — Mar. 3
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Finals foibles: Problems and change
by Erica E. Gum

Remember last semester's final
exam period? Remember the lack
of a reading period, the buildup
of papers and exams within the
space of a few days, and if you
were particularly unlucky, exams
lasting until December 23?
Sophomore Gregory Francis

described the period as "ruinous,
simply ruinous." Francis, a
political science major, felt ex-
tremely pressured because he had
several upper-level humanities
courses which each required "a
large final paper as well as a final
exam."

Associate Dean and Director of
Academic Advising Martha A.
Roseman noted that some
students grades "went down as a
result" of last semester's finals
schedule.
Due to these and other pro-

blems, changes are being pro
posed in the final exam system.
A draft proposal to correct the
situation has been presented to the
Committee on Undergraduate
Studies (CUS) by Associate Dean
of the School of Arts and
Sciences P. Kyle McCarter.
Roseman said that the ad-

ministration "was trying to ac-
comodate students' concerns."
Dean of Administration Robert

Welch acknowledged several ma-
jor problems that were faced by
students at the end of last
semester: the loss of a reading
period (and requisite loss of study
time); the finals schedule not be-
ing distributed until November 9,
making it too late for some
students to get discount or in
some cases even regular flights
home in time for Christmas or
Chanukkah; and the closing of the
dorms on December 23—the last
day of exams—leaving some
students with nowhere to stay if
their flights were on the 24th.

Registrar Robert Cyphers listed
several factors causing these

problems:
• According to a decision made

by Student Council 5 years ago,
the fall semester will not start un-
til the Thursday after Labor Day.
There are between 105 to 111
days between Labor Day and
Christmas Eve. This year had 105
days, allowing no room for a
reading period. Under this pre-
sent system, next year there will
be a reading period of one day.
• The decision tq include a Fall

Break of one day into the calen-
dar pushed the finals period a day
closer to Christmas Eve.
• The actual eight-day final ex-

am period further crammed the
schedule. Until the academic year
1986-87, there was a ten-day final
exam period and no Fall Break.
The present final exam system

schedules exams in groups.
Groups are composed of classes
meeting at the same times and of
sequential subject matter. For ex-
ample, in one group there might
be the mathematics sequence of
Pre-Calculus through Calculus
IV; in another sequence, intro
and upper-level chemistry
courses.

According to Cyphers, there
are 18 groups based purely on the
time of the first meeting day of
class. With an exam period of 16
exam times (2 per day), some

i groups had to be combined.
The class time schedule is not

absolute. Some small seminar
classes which change meeting
times do not follow this pattern.
Also, the registrar's office tries
to accommodate faculty requests
to change exam days and times.
Cyphers noted that another fac-

tor which was considered was
separating large, predominantly
freshman class exams by one day.
As for why the finals schedule

did not come out until November,
the Registrar explained that the
schedule could not be made up
until enrollment had stabilized.
Hopkins schedules exams by

File Photo

Associate Dean and Director of Academic Advising Martha A. Roseman—"trying to accomodate student concerns."

hand. Cyphers said that Hopkins
tried scheduling by computer but
believes hand scheduling works
better. He believes the process
"is more of an art than a science"
and is subject to personal judge-
ment to resolve various conflicts.
What changes are being pro-

posed to improve the finals
.scheduling process? According to
McCarter's draft proposal, which

' came out of a meeting of the
Homewood Deans, the finals
schedule would be published
when students were scheduling
their classes for the semester.
This would allow them to choose
classes with the consideration of
when finals were going to occur.

In addition, the scheduling of
final exams would be based on
the first meeting time of the week
for a class.
At that meeting, students on the

CUS suggested changes in this

proposal. One problem cited was
accommodating faculty who
wanted to give exams outside this
fixed period.
Roseman said that the idea

behind this proposal was to allow
students and faculty "to know in
advance when the exams were
going to be," if conflicts arose.
CUS member Jeff De Cagna

believes that the proposal is a
"good schedule because it pro-
vides students with flexibili-

ty. . . and time to work out
scheduling conflicts." De Cagna
added that it would also allow
more flexibility in making travel
plans.
As for solutions to the dor-

mitory problems faced by
freshmen, Welch explained that
there was a security problem
when few students are left in the
dorms. The numbers of students
provide security, but when there
are only a few students scattered
throughout the dorms, it is much
harder to make sure that they are
safe. Assistant Director of Hous-
ing Tracey Angel said that it was

in the housing contract to close
the dorms on the last day of
finals; however, if a significant
number of students had problems,
the university would try to ac-
comodate them.

According to Welch, any stu-
dent who could not leave by the
night of the 23rd, when the dorms
closed, should have received
overnight housing from the
university. Angel said that three-
freshmen asked for and received
university guest rooms.
However, freshman Paul

Robinson was told by a Housing
Office receptionist that "there
wasn't anything available."
When he told her that he knew of
another student who had receiv-
ed housing, the receptionist
"basically told me it was too
late."
"If that was the case," said

Welch, commenting on the above
situation, "then it was an unfor-
tunate case of misinformation on
the part of the University
employee. lam not aware of any
deadline.

How other schools
schedule finals

Other universities face
similar concerns when schedul-
ing finals. Here is how they
solve them:

Princeton University uses a
computer program written by a
former student for scheduling.
There is a one week exam
period with three exam periods
per day. The Princeton exam
schedule comes out after the
midterm break.

Georgetown University
schedules exams on the basis of
when classes meet. There is a
9 day exam period with 4
periods per day. The schedule
comes out with registration
material for the upcoming
semester.

The University of Virginia,
Northwestern University, and
the Ohio State University
,System all use systems based on
the Georgetown model.

File Photo
Associate Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences P. Kyle McCarter, who is proposing changes in the finals system.
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ACROSS 45 Memo
47 Gaudy exhibition

1 Actor Everett, 53 Home for birds
et al. 55 Charlotte ----

6 Finishes a cake 56 Thin limb
10 Pete Webers 58 Pine extracts

organization 59 German pronoun
13 Attach, as a bow 60 ---- majesty

tie (2 wds.) 61 Entomologist's
14 "I Remember ----" specimen
15 Keyboard maneuver 62 Greek letters
16 Gulch 63 Part of B.A.
17 ---- phone 64 Barbara and
19 Amphitheatres: Lat. Anthony
20 Ascends
21 Low-mpg car (2 wds)
23 Pinball machine

word 1
26 ---- parade 2
28 Vegas cube
29 Gummy substances 3
34 In an unstable 4

position (2 wds.)
36 Negative verb form 5

(2 wds.)
37 Pelted with rocks 6
38 ---- Zone 7
39 D.D.S.'s field 8
42 Yoko ---- 9
43 Mortgage bearer 10

to04%

11 Work in a
restaurant

12 Reply (abbr.)
13 Rocky cliff
18 That: Fr.
22 Sharp turn
24 Potential base hit
25 A Roosevelt
27 French menu item
29 City in Georgia
30 Astronomy prefix
31 War memorials
32 Pig ---- poke
33 Take it very easy
35 Certain votes
37 Sault ----
39 Letter opener

Bow or Barton 40 Pepsin and ptyalin
Itchy skin con- 41 Pince--
dition 44 More infuriated
Mimicking 46 Miss Arden
German name for 48 Change the Con-
the Danube stitution
Take lightly 49 Cup for cafe au lait
(2 wds.) 50 Foreigner
Sudden urge 51 Element #30 (pl.)
Magic flyers 52 Piquancy
Political refugee 54 Spanish for island
Healthy: Sp. 56 Slangy photos
Cleveland, e.g. 57 Here: Fr.
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ward Julius Collegiate CW8703

MEMO mama-
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()Edward Julius Collegiate 018701

Alpha Phi welcomes its 1988
pledge class:

Leslie Ellen Balch
Jennifer Anne Blank
Helen Anna Broder

Jennifer _Rebecca Marlene d'Urso
Jennifer Melanie goodman

Anja Anessa gordon
Jennifer fee Haberlen
Julie Y eh-Chung Han

Joby Inoue
Lauren Jeanette Marcus
_Regina Marie Mitchell
Jennifer Ann Morgan
Jamra Lynn Myers
Allene Faye Sakedo

Nancy Elizabeth Schnall
Brenda Arlene Schulman
Bonnie Joy Smelkinson

HOMESTYLE PASTA
Very Italian

Very Good

t.ge  

We're Not Just For Pizza Anymore
Introducing Our Homestyle Pastas

TORTELLINI RAVIOLI
SPAGHETTI GNOCCHI

All served with your choice of Red or White Sauce

3215 N. Charles St. I
(at 33rd St.) 467-0802

/No
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Arts 
Shriver Hall Concert Series: Well worth the money
by Amy Reiter

This week a theory of mine was
confirmed. Hopkins students are
culturally retarded. What other
conclusion could be drawn from
the fact that the full-house au-
dience at The Beaux Arts Trio's
concert in Shriver Saturday night
contained only a handful of
students.
The concert was part of the

by Mark W. Stewart

Shriver Hall Concert Series. The
series has been attracting major
classical performers since 1966.

So why doesn't it attract more
students?
Money, you say? Wrong you

are. While tickets for the general
population are eleven dollars, stu-
dent tickets are only five. This is
cheaper than a night at the
movies.
Poor publicity, you say?

Wrong you are. The posters have
been up advertising the concert
for days. They even hit the dorm
bulletin boards.

Better things to do, you say?
Not bloody likely. This is
Hopkins. There aren't too many
things going on on campus these
days. This concert series is one
of the few impressive things
Hopkins offers.
So O.K., you say. Why, then?

On Media
When a presidential candidate

appropriates the words or ideas of
another politician, it's called a
scandal. When a pop music group
swipes someone else's sounds,
whether it be John Bonham's
whomping drum sound, or
ABC's signature synthesized
bells, it's called creativity. Pop
music's history is filled with cases
of plagiarism. Granted there is
the occassional legitimate law suit
over a song which too closely im-
itates another (e.g. Ray Parker
Jr.'s "Ghostbusters," an exac-
ting re-make of Huey Lewis &
the News' "I Want a New
Drug") but for the most part
plagiarism is popular music's
modus operandi. The most
original rock and roll artists of the
past twenty years have created
their music by combining
elements from the music of the
past, and more recently, from
musical styles outside their own
culture.

Jimi Hendrix based his music
on the blues, a traditional
American form, but took it to an
entirely different level by ex-
perimenting with feedback and
phase distortion. Rather than start
with melody and chord structure,
Peter Gabriel based the music for
his fourth album on rhythms he'd
heard on field recordings from
Africa. The freedom of additive
composition led Gabriel to create
his most powerful and striking
works, introducing an entire,

world of music to the sometimes
bland world.
There are those who would

argue that these traditional forms
of music have been corrupted by
the banality and disposability of
pop culture, that tradition must be
preserved. But the results of
musical cross-pollination speak
for themselves. Artists such as
Hendrix and Gabriel often inspire
listeners to go to the source, to
discover the music that served as
a song's inspiration. (That is cer-
tainly the case with myself.)
Lives are enriched, life goes on,
and nobody loses. If you want to
preserve music, put it in a
museum. If you want it to live,
play it, but not at the expense of
other kinds of music.
So rock and roll, popular

music, is not a pure form of
music. It incorporates whatever
sources it can get its .greedy little
fingers on. It is the bastard son
of modern culture. Irreverence is
the name of the game. Respect
and tradition are almost
diametrically opposed to its
workings.
Having said all that and argued

in its favor, consider what's hap-
pening right now. The latest craze
in the dance clubs are records that
incorporate little snippets of
dialogue and music (taken right
off the grooves of other records)
within their structure. This isn't
exactly a new idea. New York
City D.J. 's have been throwing
little snatches of old disco records
into their mixes for some time.

And Run-D.M.C. D.J. Jam
Master Jay used old Aerosmith
records as breaks between the
duo's raps back when they were
still doing gigs in the park. What
makes it different now is that in-
stead of using other records simp-
ly as references or breaks, D.J. 's
are using records as the entire
body of the song, adding only
drums and bassline to distinguish
their song from another. The
D.J. 's art, then, is to cut and mix
these other records into a collage
that keeps the people's interest
(i.e. keep them dancing.)

It's a competitive field. What
is fresh one week is nowhere the
next. (Seems like every time you
turn around Warhol's 15 minutes
has been compressed a little
more.) New 12" dance singles
are put out, and almost before they
reach the shops, some enterpris-
ing D.J. cuts up a piece of it and
puts it on his own record, which
in turn gets used in someone
else's record. The cycle con-
tinues, accelerating with every
turn.

Part of what is causing this
speed up is the advent of cheap ;
digital samplers—machines that
can record a sound and play it
back with computer controlled
accuracy. Such devices are
godsends to the D.J. 's but
nightmares for producers. In ef-
fect, they allow the D.J. 's to con-
trol the context of the music. By
sandwiching a piece of an artist's

See MEDIA, 21

I don't know. I was there. But
actually, I'll admit to feeling a bit
leery of going at first. You see,
like most students, I like to listen
to classical music occasionally.
Usually it's in my room as
background music to whatever
else I happen to be doing at the
time. I usually do not sit down
and just listen to a string quartet
without otherwise occupying
myself.
Plus, I only have about six

classical albums. That's all I
know. Play me something and ask
me if it's Brahms or Haydn, and
I'll probably laugh at you. So you
see, embarrassing though it is to
admit, I'm as much of a musical
neanderthal as the next guy. I like
the stuff, but I just don't know
that much about it.
So I get a little embarrassed go-

ing to these concerts. I feel like
I'm sort of trespassing into an
area where I just don't belong.
Fortunately, nobody else knows

I feel this way. And as soon as I
sit down and read the program
notes, .1 probably know about as
much as the guy with the
distinguished gray beard next to
me.
When the music begins, I know

it's worth it. There is no more
relaxing thing in the whole world
than letting your thoughts wander
with the sound of the music. I
sometimes feel like I, in my vast
ignorance of musical technique
and theory, get more out of these
concerts than the more seasoned
listeners. I am able to surrender
completely to the music without
getting hung up on missed notes
or gauging degrees of tonal
quality.
So you see, there is something

to be gained by going to these
concerts. They are enjoyable.
They are an escape. They will
continue throughout the semester.
I cannot speak for anyone else,
but I'll be there.

School Daze:
A disappointment
by John Park

Last week I wrote about the
emergence of a new American
cinema, a cinema at last willing
to risk commercial gain in favor
of artistic endeavor. I was recent-
ly treated to a radical interpreta-
tion of this new license upon see-
ing Spike Lee's new film, School
Daze, an interpretation which
abandons notoriously traditional
forms such as plot, character, and
logic.
She's Gotta Have It, Lee's

debut last year, was a minor
budget miracle (total cost:
$40,000, shot in two weeks), an
independently produced film
whose strong script and wit
covered over most of the film's
tacit flaws.
School Daze, however, suffers

from every possible cinematic ex-
cess. This may be because Lee
had a larger budget, the film was

The Flip Side guest starring Mark W. Stewart
The Lion and the Cobra by
Sinead O'Connor
Live on the Double Planet by
Michael Hedges

It's albums like these make you
want to rejoice for they will save
us from the ignominious fate of
going down in the history books
as an artless decade. Intelligent,
passionate, and bristling with
energy and inventiveness, these
records share an otherwordly,
almost transcendent quality. I'm
not kidding; it has been awhile
since I have felt this strongly
about one recording artist, let
alone two.
At age twenty, Irish native

Sinead (pronounced 'Shin-ayed')
O'Connor has already accomp-
lished quite a bit. So far she's col-
laborated with U2's guitarist, the
Edge, by singing on the theme to
the film Captive, as well as hav-
ing written a song for another
Irish group, In Tua Nua. In
England, she's received an enor-
mous amount of attention in the

music press for her rather unusual
attitude—in response to pressure
from her record company to wear
high heels and mini skirts (and in
general, take advantage of her
natural beauty), O'Connor went
out one day and shaved her head.
And if action speaks louder than
words, O'Connor still speaks
louder than most. She's a one-
woman quote machine, spitting
out nuggets like a young Chrissie
Hynde. "I would never shag a
record company man," she told
Melody Maker, "not so long as
there are dogs on the street."
While the British music press lov-
ed it, concentrating on her de-
fiant, sometimes bawdy, declara-
tions really misses the point. This
woman's music is where it's at.
The Lion and the Cobra is a

consistently inconsistent debut
album. O'Connor jumps around
from style to style, from funky
come-ons like "I Want Your
(1-lands on Me)" to string quartet-
backed reels such as "Just Like
U Said It Would B." And she

performs each with complete con-
trol and grace, the fragile •
elegance of her falsetto breaking
unexpectedly into full-throated
rage. It is unusual to find a young
artist with such depth, never mind
the patience to draw that depth
out over the course of an entire
album. O'Connor never lapses in-
to cliche and rarely depends on
tradition alone as she navigates
through the hazy mysteries of her
own mind. In what is certainly
the finest song on the album,
"Troy," she relates the story of
a shattered relationship as if it
were the highest tragedy. And
you believe it, too. It sounds like
no other story you've ever heard.
It's exquisite. It's horrible. It's
romance in its purest, most
vulnerable form.
Live on the Double Planet is a

live album, recorded on one of
Hedges' never-ending tours. It
will come as no surprise to his
many admirers that this album
(with one small exception) is per-
formed solo with Hedges singing

and playing steel-string acoustic
guitar. For those who have not
yet had the pleasure, this is the
album for you. Hedges plays a
wide range of his songs, in-
strumentals and vocal numbers, as
well as a few rather interesting
covers. He is not what you call
"your average guitar player."
His innovative techniques involve
slapping and pounding the guitar
and an adrenalized punk-rock
thrasher. Highlights include the
poignant "Woman of the
World," "Silent Anticipations"
and an extremely funky cover of
Sheila E. 's hit, "A Love
Bizarre."

I could go on trying to convince
you how great this music is. I fear
I may not have done it justice.
Worse, I fear I may have
overstepped my role as critic and
entered into the realm of the
fanatic. That's all right, as long
as the greater interest is served.
And this music is definitely the
greater interest.

being distributed by Warner'
Brothers, or simply because he
ran out of ideas. In any case, the
film is a lumbering and direc-
tionless mess; it just doesn't know
what it's about.
The film opens on the campus

of the blacks-only Mission Col-
lege, amidst a rally calling for
divestment of the school's South
African ties. The leader of the
movement is a guy named Dap,
and he suitably cajoles the atten-
dant students into realizing the
need for action. It's the most
coherent scene of the film;
thereafter, several other themes
enter intu clic 111111— II at.....

fidelity, fidelity, womanizing, reverse
racism. Along the way, Lee
throws in ridiculous song and
dance treatments, long boring
scenes which have nothing to do
with the preceding portions of the
movie, and a totally incom-
prehensible, throwaway ending.
The film's last line is "Wake
up," and it's totally a propos
given that most of the audience
fell asleep an hour into the show.
Perhaps the most grievous

aspect of the film is its ultimate-
ly careless and confusing depic-
tion of blacks. It's a problem
which was handled with far bet-
ter effect in Robert Townsend's
charming Hollywood Shuffle.
Here, none of the characters are
credible, their constant gripe
seems to be who is a "genuine"
black, and Lee manages to
pigeonhole the entire cast into one
stereotype or another. Given
Lee's previous statements on
Hollywood's rampantly racist
tendencies, I was wholly shock-
ed and disappointed.
School Daze works best when

Lee himself is on screen (he also
wrote and directed the film). His
wry wit and intentionally self-
conscious delivery are perfectly
entertaining, effective, and most
of all, original. Here he's so
wrapped up with fulfilling some
esoteric delusion that he not only
falters, he trips. The black
Woody Allen? After this fiasco,
I'd say the black Michael Cimino.
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Dream Disc
by Jim Holland

1. "Shake A Leg," AC/DC,
Back in Black, Atlantic, 1980.
2. "Tommy Gets His Tonsils
.Out," The Replacements, Let It
Be, TwinTone, 1984.
3. "I Felt Like A Gringo,"
Minutemen, Buzz or Howl Under
the Influence of Heat, SST, 1985.
4. "Terms of Psychic Warfare,"
Husker Du, New Day Rising,
SST, 1985.
5. "Teenage Lobotomy,"
Ramones, Rocket to Russia, Sire,
1977.
6. "Salad Days," Minor Threat,
Salad Days 7", Dischord
Records, 1983.
7. "A Man You Don't Meet
Everyday," The Pogues, Rum,

Sodomy, and the Lash, MCA
Records, 1985.
Dear Phil,
This is my very exciting dream

disc. No common theme here, I
don't think. I call it "Cool
Tunes." You make the call.
Also, in regards to Mark
Stewart's review of the Angst
show last week, I really enjoyed
his description of my band.
Thanks for the paragraph, yes,
we did have fun. By the way, it's
Schmoovie, not Schmoovie.
How could anyone make such an
obvious mistake?

—Sorry, Jim. I must have lost my
mind temporarily. It won't hap-
pen again.

--Ed.

I t% CA I C111111
FILM

Weekend Wonderflix presents
The Living Daylights, with
Timothy Dalton as the new James
Bond. A guy named Timothy
playing Bond? Come on. Friday
and Saturday in Shriver, 8 and
10:15 p.m.
The Senior Class Film Series

will show Mosquito Coast, starr-
ing Harrison Ford as a guy who
decides to get away from it all—
or so he thinks. Friday and Satur-
day in Shaffer 3, 8 and 10:15
p.m.
The Reel World presents Lady

Eve, with Barbara Stanwyck and
Henry Fonda. Sort of a poker
playing Hustler, don't you think?
Shriver Hall, Sunday at 7 and
9:30.

MUSIC

The Sylvia Adalman Recital
Series of the Peabody Conser-
vatory will present violist Richard
Field in concert with pianist Clin-
to Adams and oboist Joseph
Turner on Tuesday, February 23

at 8:15 in the Miriam A.
Friedberg Concert Hall at One
East Mt. Vernon Place. Tickets
are $3 for students. For more in-
fo call 659-8164.
The Hopkins Symphony Or-

chestra will present an evening of
chamber music featuring Bach's
Brandenburg Concerto No.2 and
Mozart's Sonata for Violin and
Piano, at 8 p.m. on February 24
in the Great Hall. Tickets are $4
for students. For more informa-
tion call 338-6332.

On Media
MEDIA, from 20

song between the sound of say, a
race riot or a bulldozer, the D.J.
manipulates the meaning of that
song. Can you imagine the effect
of juxtaposing a snippet of
Madonna's "Like a Virgin" with
the Pope speaking on the Catholic
Church's views on birth control?
Next week: The discussing

continues with M/A/R/R/S'
"Pump Up the Volume"; Stock,
Aitken & Waterman; and media
terrorism.
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RECRUIT U.S.A., INC. (800) 325-9759
CITICORP PLAZA, 725 S. FIGUEROA ST., SUITE 3100
LOS ANGELES, CA 90017 PHONE: (213) 955-4900

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses: anthropol-
ogy, art, bilingual edu-
cation, folk music and
folk dance, history,
phonetics, political sci-
ence, Spanish langu-
age and literature and
intensive Spanish. Six-
week session. July 4-
August 12, 1988. Fully
accredited program.
Tuition $510. Room
and board in Mexican
home $540.

EEO/AA

Write
Guadalajara

Summer School
Education Bldg., Boom 225

University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
(602) 621-4729 or

621-4720

•
•
•
•

Kaplan.
The father of
test prep.

No lie! Stanley H. Kaplan was the first. And
nearly 50 years later? he's still the best in test
prep.
Kaplan will chop down any fears you may

have about taking the LSAT, GMAT, MCAT, DM,
GRE, NTE, or others. His test-taking techniques
and educational programs have helped over 1
million students boost their scoring power and
test confidence. He can do the same for you.

Call Kaplan. And prepare with the expert.

Call days, evenings
& weekends

3121 St. Paul St.
Baltimore, Md. 21218

I KAPLAN
STANLEY H KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD

DON'T COMPETE WTTI-I
A KAPLAN STUDENT—BE ONE

243-1456

presents a

Today Friday,
February 12••: in the

••
• •••••• • •4-7:30 p.m.••• FREE MUNCHIES

• LIVE MUSIC BY •
• •
• ANDREW MOFFITT •
• •• Domestics 75• ••• Imports $1.00 •• •• Soda — Free Sandwiches •• •
•• Admission is free and open ••
•• to the entire Hopkins ••• community •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•
•

•
•
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ooks
Will takes on Democrats, Republicans

by Noam Nc.dsner

It was truly my luck to have
read George Will's The New
Season right after Thomas
Boswell's Why Time Begins On
Opening Day. Both writers take
a spectator's viewpoint on their
subjects: Boswell on baseball,
Will on politics.

Will's appeal to the educated
masses rests on this sort of
writing. Will does not claim any
insider's right to Truth, yet he is
capable of discussing a complex
issue, presidential politics, on a
level which anyone may unders-
tand. Will demystifies an often
misunderstood issue by extending
analogies of sports to politics.
That Dizzy Dean, former pitcher
for the St. Louis Cardinals,
should have anything to say about
the way we elect presidents may
astonish the reader at first, but it
is with this sort of comparative
analysis that Will raises the

George F. Will
reader's interest in politics.

Like Boswell, Will believes
that the more one knows about the
variables of presidential politics
(or baseball, depending on the
author), one becomes astounded
by its complexities. It may not
surprise, then, that Will called
statistician Bill James' revolu-
tionary mathematical observa-
tions of baseball statistics "the
most important scientific treatise
since Newton's Principia."
Will's fascination with details and
stastistical analysis is probably
the reason for his in-depth,
sometimes rambling, review of
voting percentages in different
tates. It must be said, however,
tha Will's numbers are hardly
obvious, since the media has been
ignorant of them so far.

Will's analysis of the '88
presidential race forms the
premise behind the book. But
even though Will reviews the
facts necessary to understand the
upcoming election, he does not
offer a prediction of the outcome.
As Will notes, political analysts
may make the mistake, for in-
stance, of declaring that the can-
didate who best imitates Ronald
Reagan's telegenic attributes will
be the winner in '88. Will
destroys the "presidents-are-
actors" theory, favoring instead
a "guiding light" approach. The
Reagan candidacies, both in '80
and '84, were successful, Will
says, because Reagan stressed an
overriding policy, an emotion,
which the electorate could readi-
ly absorb. Reagan's rhetoric of
"feeling good about America"
appealed to Americans precisely
because they wanted to feel good
about America. While foreign oil
magnates held Americans as
economic hostages and while
foreign extremists were holding

Americans just plain hostage,
Ronald Reagan swept into the
country's hearts by saying that
it's not bad to be American. That
message appealed to the large ma-
jority of voters who spend little
time reading about specific
issues. For those 15 political
minutes the American voter
spends every day, he seems most
impressed by the candidate offer-
ing a vision, not a barrage of
proposals.
While that may strike the

reader as a casual put down of the
American voter, Will's analysis
seems supported by recent
history. The most memorable,
and some say greatest, presidents
of the 20th century were those
who preached visions, not issues.
Kennedy, Roosevelt, Johnson,
and Reagan spoke of new deals,
great societies, great leaps for-
wards, getting America moving
again, etc. That all these
presidents' plans were not com-
pletely successful or lasting does
not concern the American voter.
These presidents offered visions
of change and rebirth, inspiring
the average American to pull the
voting lever in (barring the Ken-
nedy election) overwhelming
majorities.
The key to winning the '88

election depends on how the par-
ties (and their candidates) adjust
to changes in the political climate
(Democrats) and political accoun-
tability (Republicans). For a
Democratic candidate, Will
prescribes a fairly complex solu-
tion to their electability problem.
The Republican candidate,
besides having to avoid taking too
much credit for some of Reagan's
successes, must also avoid
criticism from any involvement
with the Reagan mistakes,
especially the deficit.
The Democratic Party has,

since the end of the FDR/Truman
era, a presidential election record
deserving expansion team status.
Wills seems, at times, overjoyed
in his exploration of the factors
and reasons why the Democrats
do so poorly. In an exhaustive
study of demographics and
regional politics, Will repeated-
ly notes that Democrats rarely
win the South and West, yet oc-
casionally win the North and In-
dustrial Midwest. The reason?
The Democrat ideology, as ex-
pressed by their current can-
didates, favors a government
which controls and regulates. The
growing regions of the country
(both in wealth and electoral
power), the South and West, are
resistant to regulatory govern-
ment on a wide array of issues,
including the separation of church
and state, busing, taxes, affir-
mative action, and abortion.
According to Will, the

Democrats' foreign policy lacks
appeal because it is cloaked under
the guise of "moralism." As Will
says:

While Democrats have been
failing to define vital interests,
they also have been failing in
their attempt convincingly to ad-
just even their rhetoric in the
direction of realism. . . many
Democrats have substituted moral
arrogance for intellectual rigor,
evidently hoping that guilt-

can be the ingredients of a suc-
cessful electoral appeal.

Will's analysis of the
Democrats' legacy of failure in
presidential elections is
highlighted by his inclusion of a
just- as- startling reality:
Democrats virtually own the
legislative branches of govern-
ment. If so, the reader asks, why
can't the Democrats pull from
their vast number of prominent
legislators an electable and com-
petent candidate? How is it that
voters repeatedly pull the
Democratic lever for a senatorial
contest but then reach for the
Republican lever for a presiden-
tial race?

Will seems partially confused
by this strange dichotomy of the
American voter. He offers the
possibility that, no matter how
appealing a presidential candidate
sounds, the voter will check the
future president's powers with an
oppositionary legislature. That
sort of phenomena (imagine 130
million thinking that way!) shows
not only what the voter wants, but
who he is. If Americans vote bas-
ed on the belief that opposition is
helpful for sound government,
then there should not be fear of
major waves of extremism, one
of the great fears of the Founding
Fathers.
Will's review of the

Republicans will surprise and
probabl offend man conser-

vatives. Among other things,
Will takes one conservative
ideological pillar, the reduction of
government, and shows how
Republicans have hardly achiev-
ed that task. Ronald Reagan's
rhetoric against big government
is so strong, one would hardly ex-
pect him to spend more on
welfare than any other president.
But this is true, according to Will,
much to the chagrin of the
conservatives.
Perhaps most surprising is

Will's denial of "conservative
populism." For intellectual con-
servatives, this may not prove
discouraging or offensive. But for
conservatives interested in getting
elected, Will's argument might
rupture a sacred connection. Pro-
minent conservatives, like
Reagan and Richard Nixon, have
always talked about a "great
silent majority." But through a
series of steps in logic, Will
declares that conservatism is not
a populist ideology. This brings
up the interesting possibility that
liberalism is the ideology of the
people. Will contends, for in-
stance, that most Americans do
want the government to support
the disadvantaged.

Will also notes the political
hurdles facing the Republican
party. After eight years of Ronald
Reagan, the Republicans may
find themselves suffering from
too much success with the voters.
A chan in of the uard seems

inevitable, if history is any sort
of fortune-teller. The voters, of
course, are not predictable, as
Will would readily admit. The
result of the '88 elections depends
largely on how each party reacts
and adapts to its own faults.

The New Season, reviewed in
a conservative journal, provoked
a question of Will's political
character: "is Will a neo-
liberal?" Maybe so, maybe not.
Will's book combines the
statistical obsessiveness helpful
for any accurate picture of the
election process with the political
savvy necessary for looking
beyond ideology. In a way, Will
looks at politics with a sport-
swriter's eye. The goal in every
sport is winning, as is the case in
politics. Winning, not a purified
ideology, is most important; at
times it takes a lot less of the lat-
ter to achieve the former. No
sportswriter will continually de-
fend a club's policy of stressing
overweight, power-hitting
batsmen when that club continual-
ly squanders leads because of
poor pitching. Analysis of the
situation quickly reveals that the
solution to the problem is Roger
Clemens and Lee Smith. Just the
same, Will is not pushing an
ideology as much as practical
suggestions to political problems.
It is a useful book, capable of
teaching liberals and conser-
vatives the limits of ideology.

On Hopkins,
Literature

and BMW's
As the eighties wind to a close

with the sound of sinking
stockmarkets and expectations,
the solidity of our generation's
goals becomes questionable.
Brokerage firms are no longer
machines in which talented young
people can wind up with six
figure salaries in no time flat, and
even the medical profession, so
revered at Hopkins, is no longer
so sure as it once was, with
malpractice insurance and
HMO's reducing the power an in-
dividual doctor has over his or
her career.
Indeed if the pundits are to be

believed, this materialistic decade
is giving way to a new era, as yet
undefined, in which America will
come to terms with its limitations,
complete with economic, social
and political uncertainty. 'My
god,' says the newly unemployed
stockbroker, 'what am I going to
do?'
That stockbroker, like the rest

of us who feel we must fulfill cer-
tain roles deemed by our society
successful in order to be relevant,
are limiting ourselves immense-
ly. Only so many people can be
doctors, lawyers, MBA's and
film directors. Clearly, the re-
mainder of this country and this
planet are not failures, they have
simply realized other options
which have succeeded in making
them happy. Without a law

degree, believe it or not.
`Great', say the preprofes-

sionals, 'lets all go into dolphin
linguistics, and talk to the fishies.
Wrong.'
'Where is this idealistic phlegm

leading to,' you ask,`this sounds
like the screenplay to Hair. How
is going with the flow going to
make payments on my BMW? Or
my groceries?'
The only real access available

to us as far as alternative perspec-
tives and even careers go is
through literature. If ever one
thinks that a contemporary dilem-
na has not been contemplated and
anguished over before, one is full
of it. Once in a while, the solu-
tions and realizations of the past,
expressed by each era's great
writers, apply succinctly to the
present.
In terms of the gradual dissolu-

tion of the American Dream to-
day, one need only look as far as
Hemingway, Fitzgerald and
Stein. Before you feel stupid
about the fact that you feel less
confidence in your future than
before you got to this godfor-
saken place, read This Side of
Paradise by F. Scott Fitzgerald.
Written in 1919 after he return-
ed from World War One Europe,
Paradise's very essence was the
ageless question of youth, name-
ly the what-the-hell-is-going-to-
happen-to-me-now-I-don't-know-

anything-and-I ' m- supposed-to
know-everything syndrome. Fit
zgerald's answers to the question
he poses appear later in suc
works as Tender is the Night an
are none too reassuring. But th
fact that the questions one ask
oneself have been asked befor
and perhaps better articulated
provides its own solace in the
knowledge that one is not alone.
The Lost Generation may not

have articulated solutions to the
dilemna of crafting a meaningful
life during eras of transition, but
through the works of such authors
as Martin Luther King, South
African Alan Paton (Cry the
Beloved Country), Toni Mor-
rison, and Mark Mathabane we
have access to visions of
mankind's role and responsibili-
ty previous generations did not.
While the struggle to figure out

what exactly one wants to do after
college is an intensely personal
one, the philosophical debates
need not be taken on alone.
Literature can help articulate the
moral and even professional
dilemnas we all face, and even at
times provide some solutions. But
those who do not attempt to ac-
cess the collective maturity and
thought of previous generations
are really cheating themselves.
Literature should not be amuse-
ment; it should be at the founda-
tion of Our lives.
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Science 
Medical School: Myths and misconceptions
by Volney Sheen

Medical school: it is the object
and obsession of many Hopkins
students. Though tremendous
sacrifices and academic pressures
are often placed upon the student,
such hardship sometimes is un-
necessarily forced upon the in-
dividual by himself. In the opi-
nion of Dr. John Gryder, the
health professions adviser and
professor of chemistry, the
average Hopkins student worries
too much about gaining entrance
into medical school. The national
trend toward the medical profes-
sion has dropped among college
students, and some of the fears
associated with entrance into
medicine are unfounded.
A typical graduating class from

JHU includes some 150 to 160
applicants to medical school. In
1986, from this size group, all but
one student with a grade point
average above 3.2 gained accep-
tance to some school. Even the
one remaining student was an ex-
ceptional case, as his stay at
Hopkins had been for only three
years and his failure to obtain en-
trance merely left him the option
of completing his senior year.
Students with a cummulative
G. P. A . between 3.0 and 3.2
found a 3 in 4 chance of entering
medical school, and surprisingly,
58 percent of individuals with

below 3.0 were accepted. Ob-
viously, the anxiety over suc-
ceeding in the classroom is not
justified.
What then are the medical

schools looking for in the stu-
dent? Dr. Gryder feels that a
typical school will first examine
the individual's grades and scores
on the Medical College Admis-
sions Test (MCAT). This may
count for up to half of the applica-
tion. It may be noted, however,
that two schools, Hopkins and
Rochester, do not require the
MCAT, but in honesty, neglec-
ting to take these tests may be
hazardous, unless one assumes he
will gain acceptance to such a
school. The remaining criteria us-
ed to judge a student are recom-
mendations, the interview, and
extracurricular activities.
Generally, a quarter of the ap-
plication is dependent upon the
recommendations and activities,
and the remaining quarter is left

to the discretion of the inter-
viewer. A medical institution is,
according to Dr. Gryder, "look-
ing for motivation in a student, a
student who has demonstrated
concern for other people," and
one who has not "done things just
to look good" but rather has
"done things that truly interest
him." Schools also examine the
student's interaction with other
people and seek maturity in an

individual. Simply put, Dr.
Gryder believes that each inter-
viewer "has his ideal view of
what a physician should be and
matches the student to this ideal."
Though medical schools may

seek a certain type of individual,
there is the common belief that
certain fields of undergraduate
study give the student some ad-
vantage over his or her peers.
Biology and chemistry are often
thought as the traditional pre-
medical backgrounds. Students in
these disciplines do tend to enter
the medical schools, but again the
student must realize that such
fields of study are science-
intensive and consequently are
appropriate and beneficial for the
first two years of medical school.
There is also the impression that
non-science majors may have a
better chance of acceptance. Such
a view may have been true once,
but as this approach became more
popular, the advantage seems to
have been lost. In Dr. Gryder's
opinion, the non-science major,
at a time when few in his or her
discipline actually applied to
medical school, did hold some
greater appeal to the interviewer.
It is as if the interviewer would
meet six or seven students who
would discuss their research in
"enzymatic crystallization" and
then chance upon the non-science
student who would discuss a book

Dr. John Gryder aids and assists medical school
fessions Advisor

he has read. This unique quality
would inevitably set him or her
apart from others. But again as
the numbers grew in such "hum-
anitarian studies" the advantage
was no longer there.
A similar case can be drawn

from majors in the Natural
Sciences. Initially there appeared
to be a high acceptance rate of
students in this field, and many
tended to believe that medical
schools were looking for in-
dividuals who had a broad
knowledge of the basic sciences.
What people failed to realize was
that at first, almost all students
with degrees in this field came
from Hopkins. A similar situation
can be seen in biomedical eng-
ineering. Data can be presented

applicants as Health Pro

in many different ways, but in
general no one major deserves
greater popularity than others.
Perhaps the soundest advice

that Dr. Gryder can give to any
of his advisees is to "let your ma-
jor reflect you. If you particular-
ly do not like the sciences, then
major in something else." Medi-
cine is a very broad field and has
a place for any kind of talent.
Pathology and pediatrics, for ex-
ample, are hardly the same oc-
cupation. "Don't make yourself
into a round peg to fill the hole.
Always do something you really
want to do," says Dr. Gryder.
And this may be the greatest
strength you can present the
medical schools.

Paying-off people to quit the smoking habit
by Laurent Adler

You have been trying for two
months to get your girlfriend to
stop smoking. Or maybe that guy
in the office who sits one desk
over is blowing too much smoke
near you. You've begged and
pleaded with them to stop, but
they seem to ignore you.

If they have not heard enough
reasons to try to quit from virtual-
ly every health professional,
maybe you can give them another
reason, dollars. That's right,
bribe them. After all, we live in
America, where money is king.
A group of four doctors at the

Johns Hopkins School of Medi-
cine and at the Francis Scott Key
Medical Center in Baltimore
found that people were willing to
stop smoking, or at least cut
down, if they were paid for their
abstinence.
The subjects in this study were

all women who smoked about a
pack per day, on average. They
were told at first that they could
earn between one and six dollars
per day, depending on how much
they reduced their smoking, as
verified by a breath test. The
amount they cut down in this part
of the experiment was entirely up
to the subjects.

After participating in that pro-
gram for a week, the subjects
were told that they could earn up
to twelve dollars per day, if they
were willing to quit smoking
completely for two weeks. This
part of the program was volun-
tary, and nearly 70% of the sub-
jects decided to take part in it.

Breath samples were taken
three times daily during the
weekdays and once over the

weekend. For every breath sam-
ple that showed that they had
stopped smoking, the subjects
were paid four dollars. They also
received a ten dollar bonus for
their weekend breath test.
Three of the subjects dropped

out of the abstinence program on
the first day, and one dropped out
on the tenth day. But of the sub-
jects who continued abstaining
until the end of the program, over
80% had only one or fewer fail-
ing breath tests.
A three-week follow-up was

conducted on the subjects in the
abstaining program. 18% of the
abstainers claimed that they did
not smoke at all during the
follow-up period, and had breath
tests that agreed with their claim.
Twice that number said that they
had smoked a few cigarettes, but
their breath tests showed no
evidence of it. 45% of the abs-
tainers smoked enough during the
three-week follow-up for it to
show up on their breath tests.
When the scientists further

analyzed their data, they found
that those who had participated in
the two-week abstinence program

had done better and had earned
more money in the early part of
the study, whcn they were paid
depending on how much they
reduced their smoking. They also
found that those who had planned
to stop smoking before the study
began were more likely to take
part in the abstinence program.
Although there was a fairly

large return to smoking after the
abstinence program was over,
subjects seemed to be able to con-
tain their desire to smoke over the
twelve-day period of the pro-
gram. It should be noted that the

S

S

occasional slips during the
abstinence program are not
unusual and are part of a well-
known phenomenon exhibited by
those trying to quit smoking.
This study seems to support the

important of monetary incentive
in trying to stop smoking. While

overall the subjects said that the
breath tests three times daily
helped them, it is doubtful that
many of the smokers would have
quit during the twelve-day
abstinence period, if they had not
been paid for their effort.
So, if you know someone who

you wish would stop smoking,
now you know what to do. Try
to convince them that they should
quit. If that fails, you could try.
threatening them. And if nothing
else works, pay them off.

Hopkins Science Beat
Warning to China Travellers

There has been a recent out-
break of Viral Hepatitis A in the
Beijing area of China. The
disease has reached epidemic pro-
portions, and officials fear it will
increase significantly with the
onset of the Chinese Lunar New
Year, and its emphasis on food.
Hepatitis is spread through
sewage trapped in shellfish and
contamination by food handlers.
Symptoms include: fever,
fatigue, abdominal pain, jaundic-
ed eyes and skin, vomiting and
diarrhea.
Any student or associate of

Hopkins who is planning on
traveling to China should visit the
Health Center to discuss preven-
tative measures and receive im-
munization with Gamma
Globulin. The Health Center also
advises that while in China,
visitors should only drink bottl-
ed water and beverages, and they
should avoid shellfish and raw
fruits and vegetables.

An estimated 28% of the
10,000 employees and physicians
of the Johns Hopkins Hospital
smoke. As of July they will
no longer be able to do so at
Hopkins. "Smoke free in '88" is
a campaign to eliminate smoking
in public areas and private offices
at the hospital. Dr. Albert
Owens, Jr., President of the
Johns Hopkins Hospital, says that
medical centers such as Hopkins
exist to better a person's health;
therefore, the environment should
be smoke free. The hospital is
helping smokers quit by inform-
ing them six months in advance
and by sponsoring departmental
health fairs over the next few
months. There will also be free
smoking cessation courses for
faculty and employees. Hopkins
is following the lead of other
hospitals, including the Mayo
Clinic, who have already totally
banned smoking in the facilities.

Humanities Series

University of Pennsylvania, will
open a lecture and film series en-
titled "The Hospital as a Human
Institution" at JHMI. Dr.
Rosenberg will speak on the
origins of the hospital system on
Monday, February 22nd at 5:30
p.m. On February 24th, a film,
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, will
be shown at 7:30 p.m. Professor
Avrom Fleishman, of the English
Department, will anwser ques-
tions about the film. Both events
will be held on the first floor of
the Preclinical Teaching building
on the East Baltimore campus.
The series includes special
seminars on "the Achievements
of Women in Medicine." For in-
formation about further events in
the series, see this space or call
955-3363.

AIDS Discussion

Human Sexuality and AIDS
will be discussed on Wednesday,
February 24th at Shriver Hall at
4:30 p.m. Admission is free. For
more information, contact Ali at

Smoke-Free Hospital
Dr. Charles E. Rosenberg,

medical historian from the 243-7534.
of ..... ./ .49-K47.60.
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Sports
Three laxers
suspended
by Josh Orenstein

Men's lacrosse coach Don
Zimmerman suspended
sophomore goaltender Quint
Kessenich and sophomore
defenseman Dave Howland for
one month and junior defenseman
James DeTommaso for two
weeks for vandalism occurring
the night of February 6. Accor-
ding to Zimmerman, "The guys
misbehaved, they damaged fur-
niture in the Northway apartment
lobby."
An employee of the Northway

stated, "All of the furniture was
totalled, it cannot be repaired."
The apartment lobby is currently
barren of any furniture.
The three players will practice

with the team, but will not be per-
mitted to participate in scrim-
mages or games during their
suspensions. The Blue Jays,
defending national champions,
open their 1988 season March 5th

at Homewood against Syracuse.
Both Kessenich, an honorable
mention All-American last year,
and Howland will miss the
opener. DeTommaso will be
eligible to play.
Coach Zimmerman released in-

formation on the reason for the
suspensions exclusively to the
News-Letter. The Baltimore Sun,
on on February 16, quoted Zim-
merman only as saying that the
three were punished for "a team
matter that I don't wish to
elaborate on." The following
day, the Washington Post con-
tained the same report.

3ring on Wc
by Patrick Furey

Hopkins ended 12 years of
frustration last Saturday night at
the Newton White Athletic
Center as they rallied in the se-
cond half to upset Widener. The
64-51 victory ended the Pioneer's

22-game mastery of the Blue Jays
and put Hopkins in the hunt for
an MAC playoff berth.
Coach Bill Nelson's strategy

for stopping the potent Widener
scoring attack became apparent
when the first Hopkins player was
.introduced. The large crowd ex-

shin ton Collo c!
pected to hear either Dave Strong
or Dave Eikenberg introduced as
the starting point guard, but
Nelson opted for sophomore Jim
Timmerman instead. The
Hopkins Coach was gambling
that Timmerman's defensive
skills and height advantage would

stop the Pioneers' Chris Gardler. 20 points.
Only one week earlier, Gardler Ironically, Widener did the

had used his superior jumping Blue Jays a tremendous favor on

ability and quickness to penetrate Wednesday night by upsetting

the Blue Jay defense, as Widener Washington College 80-61.

tallied an 83-55 victory. Hopkins, who trounced Haver-

Timmerman rose to the occa- ford on the same night by a score

sion, holding Gardler in check all of 84-55, now controls their own
night and leading the finest defen- destiny in obtaining a post-season

sive effort by the Blue Jays this playoff berth. The Jays are tied
season. The Widener point guard with Widener for second in the

did get 21 points, but he was a MAC with a record of 6-3.
miserable 7-21 from the field. Washington College and Ursinus

Lou Stevens, the leading scorer both stand at 7-2, meaning Satur-

in the MAC, pumped in 23 day night's games will determine

points, but Mike Latimore and who is going on to post-season

Joel Siepierski kept him off the play. The scenario can get corn-

boards and prevented him from plicated, so pay close attention.

repeating his 36-point perfor- The bottom line is to see any

mance of last week. The rest of kind of playoff action, Hopkins

the Pioneers managed only 7 must defeat Washington College

points. on Saturday. If Ursinus beats
"Beating Widener proved the Widener on Saturday, the Bears

old philosophy that you can still will win the division, and

win with good defense," corn- Hopkins and Washington will

mented Nelson. "Our defense on play again to determine which
Saturday was the best I've seen team will be the second represen-

since I've been here." tative from the Southeast Division

Perhaps the biggest story for in the MAC Championships. If,

Hopkins was the outstanding per- however, Widener upsets Ursinus

formance of Jedan Phillips. In while Hopkins beats Washington,

what Coach Nelson called "his there will be a four way tie for

best game in two years," Phillips first. Because all tie-breaking

led the Jays with 20 points and rules will fail to distinguish bet-

held his man scoreless on ween the four teams, each team

defense. Andy Enfield had will have to playoff for the right

another strong game, shooting to go to the MAC Champion-

6-9 from the field and a perfect
7-7 from the line, as he racked up See HOOPSTERS, 25ABOVE—Mike Latimore battles for a loose ball The Hopkins center leads the Jays in rebounds

BELOW—Intimidating Joel Siepoerski goes face to face against a Swarthmore foe.

Bill Berger

and blocks.
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Jays can't cut Cards,
brutalized by Bullets
by Josh Orenstein

The Lady Blue Jays' quest for
a winning season ended in disap-
pointment Saturday night as the
team fell to the Cardinals of
Catholic University, 63-57. The
loss, their second in three days,
dropped the Jays to 8-10 on the
season, with only two games
remaining.
The Catholic loss came on the

heels of another defeat, Thurs-
day, to Gettysburg College,
72-65. In its final Middle Atlan-
tic Conference game, Hopkins
had a ten-point first-half lead,
but, in the words of Blue Jay
Coach Nancy Clelan-Blank,
"broke down defensively." Get-
tysburg cut the homestanding
Jays' lead to one at halftime, and
then surpassed Hopkins in the
beginning of the second half. The
Lady Jays fought back, and with
12 minutes remaining the teams
were even. Hopkins faded,
however, as the Bullets gained
control of the game. "We did not
get offensive rebounds, and the
game got away," explained

Clelan-Blank.
In the Gettysburg game,

Freshman Kristi Kantowski, a
candidate for All-MAC honors at
center, was the Blue Jays' high
scorer with sixteen points.
Freshman Jennifer Luzietti, the
only other Jay in double figures,
scored ten. Each one of the three
upperclassmen on the Hopkins
team, senior players Jeanne

Clark, Cindy Harper and Laura
Porter, contributed a team-
leading five rebounds. Clark also
led the squad in assists, handing
out three.
Saturday night, against

Catholic, Hopkins again led at the
half, holding a 26-24 edge over
the visitors. The Cardinals
(13-5), an independent team with
a chance of an at-large bid to the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association-Division III tourna-
ment, pulled away from the Jays
in the second half and kept their
playoff hopes alive with a six-
point victory.
The Jays' brightest star in this

game was co-captain Clark, who,
said Clelan-Blank, "played pro-

bably her best game in my two
years with her. She played very
aggressive offense and took
charge as a point guard." Clark
led the team in assists with five,
and had eight points. Hopkins'

leading scorer, once again, was
Kantowski with 20 points.
Freshman Juliane Rolapp scored
ten. Luzietti pulled down a team-
high six rebounds.
The Lady Blue Jays concluded

Making most of short practices
by Philip Kouyoumdjian

Well, it's been quite a while
since an article has been written
about the Hopkins Ice Hockey
Team, and it's about time it gets
the publicity it rightly deserves.
The Jays record stands at three

wins, six losses and one tie; not
too bad considering that the team
practices only one hour per week.
The team, however, has been
showing improvement as of late,
posting a 4-2 win over Gettysburg
last Thursday, February 11 and
a close, tight-checking 6-5 loss to
Navy this past Saturday, who
had, one week ago, outskated the
Jays to an 8-3 victory.
Hopkins came out firing at the

Navy Ice Arena, scoring two
quick goals by Jay Calkins and
Pat Gibbons, respectively. Navy,
having easily handled the Blue
Jays last week, seemed a little
stunned as a result of its oppo-
nent's intensity. However, they
quickly re-grouped and struck
back midway through the first
period. Hopkins quickly return-

00ost

ed the favor with a goal by Vin-
nie Alfie, who scored on a screen
play. And that's how the first
period ended: Hopkins 3, Navy
1
The second period started with

only half the ice having been
cleaned due to a zamboni
malfunction. This fact, however,
did not seem to phase the mid-
shipmen as they came out
shooting and checking. They
scored their second goal of the
game on a rebound in front of the
net which should have been
cleared by the Blue Jay center.
Navy scored a third goal later that
period under similar cir-
cumstances, again with Hopkins
failing to clear the area in front

of the net. Thus ended the second

period with the score tied 3-3.
During previously similar situa-

tions, the Blue Jays skaters have
had a tendency to fold complete-

ly, getting blown out in the begin-
ning of the third period. But to-
day was different. Hopkins skated
one on one with Navy giving
everything they had. Their per-

Hoopsters, from 24

ships. The names of the tour
teams will be placed in a hat, and
pairings drawn at random. The
winner of each playoff game will
go on the MACs. In all cases, the
home team will be determined by
a coin toss.
The Blue Jays have one clear

advantage in Saturday's game,
but it's an extremely significant
one. Hopkins is playing on their
home court, where they are
unbeaten in conference play and
8-2 overall.
The last time the two teams

met, Washington used a balanc-
ed attack to rout the Jays 84-55.

sistence paid off when the first
line forechecked beautifully on a
pass dumped into the Navy zone
by Dave Boxembaum. This
resulted in a clearing pass which
was intercepted by Pat Gibbons,
who promptly put the puck into
the net on a nice deak. Navy came
right back, however, on a quick
shot from the top of the left cir-
cle immediately following the
face-off. Both teams were now
playing with tremendous intensi-
ty, especially Blue Jays
defenseman Mike Holmes, who
had been applying some serious
hits along the boards all after-
noon. He was finally rewarded
for his defensive work by scor-
ing a rocket of a slapshot that the
Navy goalie moved for five
seconds after the puck had
entered the net.

Things were really looking
good for the Jays until Navy
scored two unanswered goals in
the last seven minutes of the final
period to end the game with a 6-5
victory. There were several
reasons for the loss: lack of of-

rs clinch .500
Hopkins was never in the game,
as the Shoremen physically
dominated.
"They took us out of our game

last time," explained Andy En-
field. "We're definitely going to
have to play our game to win."

If they can play their game, if
they can use the home court ad-
vantage as effectively as they
have all year, and if they play like
they did against Widener, the
Hopkins basketball team will earn
a playoff bid, a bid that could
potentially put them in the NCAA
Division III Tournament.

Notes: Wednesday's 84-55 vic-
tory over Haverford improved the

Blue Jays record to 12-11 overall
and clinched a winning season for
the first time in seven years. An-
dy Enfield again led all Blue Jay
scorers with 18 points.
Washington's loss to Widener left
them with a record of 18-6 (7-2
in the conference).

Saturday's game will be at the
Newton White Athletic Center
and is scheduled for an 8:00 tip-
off. Unless the Jay's win the coin
toss for the playoff game, this
will be the final home game of the
year. As if you needed motivation
to come, autographed basketballs
will be raffled off at the game.
See you there!

fensive punch by the second line,
failure to complete checks, inade-
quate physical conditioning, and
perhaps even emotional exhaus-
tion. In defense of the team, a vic-
tory may have been realized had
leading scorer Bill Marquardt and
defenseman Pierre Dematos been
present. All in all, however, the
team played quite well together;
freshman goalie Ross Henshaw
had an outstanding game, Vinnie
Alfie showed good versatility in
skating with the first line, and the
entire third line of Jay Calkins,
Chris Crosby, and Chris McCor-
mick played well defensively.
JHU Ice Hockey Team's next

game will be Thursday night at
home against Western Maryland,
whom they beat last semester 7-3,
and Saturday at the Baltimore
Arena against Dickinson. We
hope to see a lot of support at the
Arena Saturday afternoon at 3:30
p.m. Tickets can be purchased at
the door.

their road schedule Wednesday
night at Shepherd College. The
team's final home game will be
Saturday at 6:00 against Mary-
mount College. The Marymount
game will be the first of a
Hopkins doubleheader, which
will also feature the men's basket-
ball team in its final regular
season game, against Washington
College.
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BIA Dropping
b,... )111011i

Life (as if I had a real one) is
not good at the present moment.
One month into the semester with
Spring Break not even in sight,
work coming out my behind,
without money (at least until
hoops is over) or sleep, and some
people still have the gonads to
forfeit their basketball games.
Two teams are gone already and
many more are soon to follow
(especially the ones that don't

by Danny Kofos

S• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
provide refs). Despite this, the
week actually went fairly well
and look for the new schedule
(with the correct dates), which
should already be posted.
Coming this weekend of Feb.

20 and 21 is the male bonding
sport we all learned to love, BIA
wrestling. Medical personell will
be on hand, so sign up by today
at 5 p.m. and weigh in Saturday
at 11 a.m. With questions call
Tony 'The One Man Gang' Park
at 235-5537. Next weekend, the

one occuring on Feb. 27 and 28,
will be the always damp (for lack
of a better adjective) BIA swim
meet. By next Friday enter your
team for as many events as you
know, or call Jeff 'Fuzzy' Gold
at 243-7921 to see what events
there really are. One thing about
all these events, pledges can on-
ly represent their fraternities in
lacrosse and softball this
semester. On this subject, BIA
personnel advisor Dan 'Baja
Bound' Torrey states, "There are

IDLLLE LLEL
Regret is a useless feeling.

Nevertheless, I regret having to
go away this weekend because
Hopkins basketball is coming ,
alive. For the first time in seven
years the senior male Hoopsters
are assured of a .500 season—
give Coach Bill Nelson and his
young frosh team much of the
credit.
This Saturday our very own

Athletic Center (the one in dire
need of improvements), will be
the site of one of the most exciting
basketball games Hopkins has
seen in a while. The Blue Jays
will host powerhouse Washington
College at 8:00 p.m.
Ty Hyderdally and the rest of

his Student Council buddies will
be giving away plenty of prizes.
I'm sure there is no further need
to urge attendance to this game.
Good Luck Guys . . .
Comments on the supervision

of the lax players...I'm sure
Coach Zimmerman and his staff
have handled the matter
appropriately.
As for the improvements for

the weight room—read the Stu-

by Bob Lee

dent Council article.
Fitness articles? Will Kevin

Murray and Greg B. please give
me a call and leave phone
numbers? Thanks.
I'm out the door . . .

Epee Extra

The epee team was set back by
the tall and experienced VP!
squad 7-2. Fortunately the foil
and sabre teams were solid
enough that Hopkins was able to
carry the meet. The loss left the
epee team with a 13 and I record
in conference meets, placing
them second in the MAC behind
the undefeated VP! squad.
The other two meets were

taken in stride as usual, though.
Individually, Bob Lee was able to
go 6-3 on the day in spite of 2
losses in the VPI meet. The
highlight of his day was a 5-3 vic-

tory against Tate, a 6'5" giant
from VMI. Ian Held was 5 and
3 for the day, including a convin-
cing victory against Vassar's star
senior Sternin. Senior Dale Bell
was having one of those days as
he lost 7 out of 9 bouts. "Dale's
best moves were eluding him on
Saturday, he should be back in
form for this weeked," com-
mented Captain Dave Lumby.
The epee team's final statistics for
the regular season were as
follows: Lee (junior) 40-14/.741,
Held (freshman) 39-21/.650, Bell
(senior) 31-27/.534, Lumby
(senior) 14-14/.500, and Brum-
mer (sophomore) 5-3/.625.

a hell of a lot of better things for
those scummies to do, like imbibe
until they cough up their pancreas
and then mop up the mess. Ac-
tually, there is a place in my heart
for them all."
The BIA meetings have been

returned to their normal time slot
(Fridays at 12:30 p.m. in the Lit-

tle Theater) after a harsh repri-
mand by the BIA upper level ex-
ecutives (and a no-show by the
Peabody people). Anyway,
889-INFO is still dead but Jim at
235-1615 is not (at least in
body—or parts of it), so call with
any questions or recipes.

Squashers
squashed

by Elizabeth Lowe

Last Friday in Philadelphia, the
varsity squash team lost 0-9 to U
Penn and 3-4 to Cornell in their
closing matches for the season.
Against Penn, senior co-captain
Lisa Roy lost 15-13, 15-6, 15-11,
and Danya Niedzwiedzki, the
other senior co-captain, lost
15-10, 15-6, 15-10. Junior Chris
Ernrnick was defeated 15-2, 15-6,
14-16, 15-8; and senior Julie
Heaney lost 15-9, 11-15, 10-15,
16-13, 15-6. Senior Marlene
Schwaeber fell 15-10, 15-5, 15-1;
junior Kathryn Hart lost 15-7,
15-13, 15-8; and junior Alice
Collins was defeated 15-13, 15-4,
15-3. Senior In-hei Hahn lost
15-9, 15-9, 15-5; and sophomore
Kathryn Ng lost 15-6, 15-9,
15-13. Winning matches for the
Jays against Cornell were Lisa
Roy at number one in a hotly con-
tested 3-2 effort, Kathy Hart
(11-15, 15-9, 18-16, 15-11), and

Kathryn Ng at the ninth spot
(11-15,16-14, 15-12, 15-8).

Saturday brought the Penn
Round Robin, an event both en-
joyable and rather disorganized.
The teams were split into groups,
the matches were played the best
out of three, and court space
became scarce. Hopkins played
well against the squads of
Franklin & Marshall, Haverford,
Penn and Cornell, although they
did not win the top spot in any of
the three divisions. In an in-
teresting twist, sophomore Laura
Gaffney was loaned to the Haver-
ford team since they were short
one player.
Thus ends the 1987-88 squash

season of six wins and five losses.
Graduation will take a heavy toll
this year as Coach Goodyear will
lose five talented seniors. For-
tunately, the juniors and
sophomores who remain will
make Hopkins a contender in any
competition next year.
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*Thursday, February 18

*Monday, February 22

"GETTING ORGANIZED FOR FUN AND PROFIT: TIPS AND HOW

TO'S FOR ORGANIZING YOUR TIME, YOUR SPACE, AND YOUR

LIFE" with SUNNY SCHLENGER (JHU 1973), President, SOS

(Schlenger Organizational Systems)

DON'T GO INTO BUSINESS TO MAKE MONEY" with ALAN H I R SCH *

(JHU 1977) co-founder and former owner and publisher of

The City Paper

ALL EVENTS ARE FREE AND WILL BE HELD AT 5 P.M.

IN THE GREAT HALL. UNION BUILDING.

Sponsored by JHU CommunCalons and Pubic

Marrs al cooperator, alt' the Office of Career
Counsel,ro and Placement

MSEL WORKSHOP

MARCH 1st
1 Oam - NOON

GARRETT ROOM

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER SEARCHING

Register by calling x7773 or
in person at the Reference Desk

M-Level, MSEL.

Participants will receive a discount
voucher toward next search.

-SPACE IS LIMITED-

****************************************
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Babbling on the NL West
by P. Sean Bramble

Here we are on the eve of

spring training, so I'll take this

opportunity to assess the 1988

race. This will be a four-part ar-

ticle to be continued in the next

three issues of the News-Letter, as

I'll be examining one division at

a time.
Here's how I see the National

League West:
1. Cincinnati Reds. How many

times over the past few years

have the Reds been picked to

finish first? I don't know, but

each year they seem to finish
worse than predicted. Now that

they've lost Dave Parker, people

are starting to assume that the
Reds will finally slip the other

way. I disagree; I think it was a

heckuva time to trade the 36 year-

old first baseman. His on-base

percentage last year was just

barely over .300, his defensive

mobility is wretched, and even

his arm isn't much good

anymore. Granted, the best pro-

spect the Reds received in return

for Parker was Jose Rijo (the A's

version of a "puzzle wrapped in-

side an enigma"), but consider-

ing the state of the Reds' starting

staff, I think it was a worthwhile

gamble. And don't forget that

they've acquired Danny Jackson,

one of the game's best pitchers.

2. San Francisco Giants. Pick-

ing the Giants to finish second

isn't my way of picking on the

team, it's just my way of saying

how much I think of the Reds.
The Giants are a solid club in
every respect. But 1987 was just

another example of a solid club
having everything break right for
it. I myself have doubts about
Kevin Mitchell as a third
baseman, about whether or not
Rick Reuschel can do it another
year, and about the entire pitching
staff repeating its performance of
last year. Sure, Roger Craig is a
pitching genius; the Baltimore
Orioles once prided themselves
on knowing a lot about pitching,
too.
3. Los Angeles Dodgers. The

firing of Al Campanis was a
blessing in disguise for the
Dodgers, for it gave them the op-
portunity to install a new GM,
Fred Claire. Claire has been ac-

tive, acquiring Sutton, Orosco,

Gibson, Mike Davis, Jay Howell,

and Alfredo Griffin. Personally,

I think Gibson is the best of the

pickups, but you can say that any

of the new Dodgers has helped fill

a hole. But there's also a lot of

discontent in Tinseltown: Lasor-

da wants to be GM, Pedro doesn't

want to be an outfielder, Pedro

doesn't want to play anywhere

but first base, Mike Marshall

doesn't want to be moved from

first just for Pedro's sake. And

who will play third for the

Dodgers? Sax? Marshall? Ger-

man Rivera? Steve Garvey? The

Dodgers will be exciting and even

contend, but I don't see them

winning.

CAMPUS NOTES

NOTES, from 28

All welcome to an open talk on "Hell

and Pain." Question and answer ses-
sion afterward. Sponsored by Hopkins
Christian Fellowship. Tonight 7 15 p.m.,

Garrett Room.

The Barnstormers & Outlet present

Throat Culture: a comedy-revue about

life at Hopkins. Friday and Saturday

(Feb. 19 and 20). at 8 p.m. in the

Arellano Theater (L/V Room). Free.

Sign up with a partner for Ballroom

Dance for beginners and advanced

students. Class starts March 7, 5 p.m.-

7 p.m. in Levering Hall. 10 classes for

$45. Call or stop by the Student Ac-

tivities Office (x8209) for more informa-

tion. Sign-up deadline is March 2.

The Student Activities Commission

General Assembly will meet Tuesday.

February 23, at 2 p.m. in the Robert

Arellano Theater. Budget materials will

be distributed. Attendance is

mandatory.

Dr Haim Gordon presents "Education

for Peace in Israel" on Sunday,

February 21. This Sunday Experience

program, sponsored by the Office of the

Chaplain, in conjunction with the Jewish

Students Association, will begin at 7

p.m. in the Robert Arellano Theater. For

more information, please call 338-8188

Seniors a planning meeting for the

baccalaureate service will be held on

Wednesday, March 2, at noon in Con-

ference Room A Musicians, readers,

writers, dancers—all interested seniors

are welcome Please call the Office of

the Chaplain at 338-8188 for more

information

How many times must we put these ads

in? Outlet is always there to relieve your

tensions and get your creative juices

flowing 6 p.m Levering Hall. Little

Theater on Thursdays.

4. Houston Astros. As I said in
the Giants comment, picking a
club to finish lower than expected
isn't to denigrate the talents of the
club, only to acknowledge that
there are other good teams out
there as well. Houston has Bill
Doran, Kevin Bass, Glenn Davis,
Nolan Ryan, Mike Scott, and
Dave Smith, plus the very

capable Hal Lanier. But who will

catch? And what is the left side

of the infield going to look like?

So far, the Astros haven't offered

any good answers to those ques-
tions; instead, they have calmed
themselves into thinking they can
win with the talent nucleus they

already have, propped up with a
few retreads. That's a very

dangerous game to play.
5. San Diego Padres. A team

of great strengths and
weaknesses. In the strength col-
umn, the Padres can offer John
Kruk, Tony Gwynn, Benito San-
tiago, and Eric Show. In the
weakness column, the Padres
have Garry Templeton, Ed Whit-
son, losing Goose Gossage, and
acquiring Keith Moreland. I
mean, they picked up Moreland
because they needed power,
right? Well, away from Wrigley,
Moreland's homer totals have
been 3 (1984), 3 (1985), and 4

(1986). If you think he's a slug-
ger, then you probably think

Rafael Santana is a major league

ballplayer, too.
6. Atlanta Braves. Enough

said.

Interested in Japanese events, e.g.,

kite festival, speakers? Then come to

the NSA Events Meeting tonight at 8

p.m. in Maryland 101

The JHU Bridge Club will meet Tues-

day night at 8 p m. in the snack bar. All

interested people welcome. Beginner

and intermediate lessons given.

International Folk Dancing Newcomer

Night: teaching throughout the evening.

Line. circle, and couple dances. No

partner needed. Refreshments. Great

Hall in Levering. Sunday, February 21

at 8-11 p m. Free. For more information,

call Robin at 366-2742. Sponsored by

the Office of Student Activities.

Amnesty International will have a

meeting/letter-writing session on

Wednesday. February 24, at 5:15 p.m.

upstairs in Levering Hall. Everyone is

welcome to attend. Also, the Mid-

Atlantic Regional Conference will be

held here at Hopkins this weekend,

February 26, 27. For more information,

come to the meeting or call Jim at

243-2561

Thursday night coffee houses are
returning. Anyone who is interested in

performing at one, Call Amy at

235-1596. All amateurs are welcome'

Organizers interested in working at

Spring Fair are urged to send a rep to

a meeting Tuesday. February 23 at 9

p.m. in the SAC lobby. Positions include

parking, trash, security, plant-op, mid-

way games, etc. Any group that can-

not attend should call the Spring Fair

Office (x7683) between 9 and 5 before

Tuesday.

Organizational Meeting for the com-

ing Marathon Dance will be held

Wednesday. Feb. 24 at 8 p.m. in the

SAC Office. If you are interested in

working on the dance please come.

Questions? Call Susan or Unice at •

243-0980. or leave a note in the Union

Board box in the SAC Office.

Sponsor sheets for the SAMS Benefit

Marathon Dance will be available Tues-
day, Feb. 23 in the SAC Office En-

trance fee is only $1 00 Please contact

Susan or Unice at 243-0980, or Jeff at

338-5702 it you have any questions.

a .367 mark.
THIS WEEK'S TRIVIA QUES-

TION: Who was the first

American Leaguer to hit three

homers in a nine inning game?

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK'S

TRIVIA QUESTION: In 1932,

Dale Alexander started the year

with Detroit, finished it with

Boston, and led the league with
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Jays Sporting Results

JHU
79
64

by Mark Melia

Men's Basketball

1Swarthmore
Widener

Women's Basketball

65 Gettysburg
57 Catholic

Men's Fencing

19 Vassar
17 V.M.I.
20 V.P.I.

Women's Fencing

2 Staten Island
5 William Paterson

24
12

L................4mo.m.u.m.um.4ummuu.....MMINMOMM•M
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OPP
75
51

72
63

8
10
7

14
11

Wrestling

Widener
Swarthmore

Ursinus

26
34
42

GO TO
MEDICAL VIOOL

yuntotil

Find out how you can have your medical school tuition, required books and
fees paid in full—plus earn more than $600 a month while you attend school.

Clip and mail the coupon below, and we'll send you full details on the Armed
Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.

We'll tell you how you could qualify for a Physician's Scholarship from the
Army, Navy or Air Force.

If selected, you'll not only beat the high cost of medical school, you'll also gain
valuable medical experience serving on active duty 45 days each school year as
a commissioned officer in the Reserves.

After graduation, you'll serve three years or more—depending on the Service
you select and the level of scholarship assistance you receive—as a respected
Armed Forces physician. You'll also get good pay, regular hours, great benefits
and the chance to work with a variety of patients and the latest medical
technology.

If you meet the age requirements noted below for the Service of your choice—
and want to cut the expense of medical school—send for more information today.
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The Gala Nars Quiz
Sponsored by:

Eddie 's Liquors
3109 St. Paul St.

243-0221

1. Louie DePalma
2. Dr. Quincy
3. Archie Bunker
4. Larry Dalliopolis
5. Frank Burns
6. Spencer
7. Joseph G. Battaglia Jr.
8. George Jefferson
9. Mike Hammer

Win Certificates for a Case of Black Label and
Eddie 's Supermarket

and $10 Worth of Peanuts and Pretzels 3117 St. Paul St.
889-1558

(1) • 10. Bobby Hill
10 11. Victor Sifuentes
(1) 12. Robert Chambers
• 13 Thomas Magnum
• 14. Murray Bozinski
• 15• Alex Burgess
• Bonus: Name the bar that (filters is based

on.
• Bonus 2: In what local bar can you shoot

hoops?

Instructions: Well gang, this week's quiz is based on famous bars. That's right. Most
of the people named on the left are famous fictional characters, alleged criminals, and one

very special alumnus, yet they all have one thing in common. They are known for frequen-

ting bars. This week, I want you to name the bars where these celebs are often seen. For

bonus points you might want to name the shows, movies, books, or cities where these bars

can be found. Get your entries to the News-Letter Saloon by Wednesday, Feb. 24th at 5 o'clock,

in order to make last call.

Results: Well, well, very well done 'zlings. Many entries. The QM was very impressed
with the 'zlings. Many entries, many correct answers, many laughs. Due to the mature (and

yes, embarrassing) nature of the quiz, the Eds have pleaded with me not to run the answers.

However, some will be run, so as to satiate the readers. Last week was National Condom

Week, All in the Family first showed full frontal nudity (while changing Joey's diapers),

and yes, believe it or not, there are two sizes for condoms, one sold in the States, and the

other sold in the Orient. Oh and by the way, we have winners this week. No, it's not those

same guys who won the last two weeks, but then again anyone who knows them knows that

between the three of them, they know nothing on the subject. The winners were Chetan The

khinky ghuy Kharod, and Micah The gloved one Jackson. Chongrats ghuys, come by to

collect your prize during our business hours. And please redeem your coupons within two

weeks! Or else you lose da beer!!

P.S.: Well the QM misjudged the 'zlings twice this past week. He thought it was a waste
to give out presents in last week's News-Letter. What would the average student here do with

a condom, anyway? Then as the QM crossed the campus, he saw condom wrappers

everywhere. He thought he was at a real school, but thought the least people could do was

wait until they were back in their rooms to use them. Misjudgement #1. Upon closer ex-

amination, it was apparent that these condoms were not opened. So, just as soon as the QM

was happy to learn he was wrong about Hoppies, he realized he was in fact right. Misjudge-

ment #2. Gang, make love, not litter. If you don't want a condom, give it, sell it, or throw

it away properly. Leaving them lying on the campus is no solution, although it would make

Blue Keys' job much easier.
By the way, the predictions found in the Sports section in no way reflect those of yours

truly. As in the past, the Offi,,-./QM predictions will be found in the Gala Baseball Quiz,

printed one week after my Rotisserie Draft. That way, no one will throat me.

A last note, finally. The QM lied to you earlier, and the guilt is devastating. The Eds did

not tell me I shouldn't print the answers. The Moyel made me do it.
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Get involved in Spring Fair-Liberty
'88! Anyone who is interested in work-
ing on the Security, Parking, Trash, or
Student Midway Games Committees,
there will be a meeting on Tuesday.
Feb. 23 at 9 p.m. in the Garrett Room.

Now is the time for Student Groups to
take part in Spring Fair-Liberty '88.
If your club/organization is interested in
having a beer booth, food booth, or
soda booth, come to the meeting on
Tuesday, Feb. 23 at 9 p.m. in the Gar-
rett Room.

College Bowl will have its first organiza-
tional meeting of the year on Monday
at 7:00 p.m. in Conf. Room B, Feb. 22.
Anyone interested may attend. Ques-
tions? Call Brandon 366-2523 or Dar-
ren 235-0918.

Former assistant Director of the FBI,
Mr. W. Raymond Wannall will speak
on the subject of state-sponsored ter-
rorism with slide presentation, Wednes-
day, Feb. 24 at 7.30 p.m. Sponsored
by the College Republicans.

Bishop Barry Valentine of the
Episcopal Diocese of Maryland will
debate Fr. Vincent Miceli of the Socie-
ty of Jesus next Thursday. Feb. 25, 7
p.m. in the Little Theater in Levering Hall
(upstairs). The issues will be the
church's proper role in politics and
liberal reforms in each church.
Moderated by the College Republicans.

Hellenic Students Association: We will
hold our next meeting on Wednesday,
Feb. 24 in Conf. Room B at 8 p.m.

Gospel Choir: This Sunday, Feb. 21 we
will be singing at the Hood College. We
will have practice at 1:30 p.m. in the
Glass Pavilion. We will leave for Hood
College around 2:00 p.m. and we will
return around 7:00 p.m. For those of
you who are going to the Hood College
please wear white tops and blue
bottoms.

Mr. Scott Fischer from Arthur Anderson
Management and Consulting will be
speaking at the next ORSA Meeting on
Thursday. Feb. 25 at 7:30 p.m. in
Latrobe 106. Refreshments will be serv-
ed. All are welcome.

A

When the going gets weird, the weird.
turn pro! PHI PSI BEACH PARTY,
Saturday, Feb. 20 at 3906 Canterbury
Rd Live music by Jester

The Johns Hopkins Jewish League
presents Zeev Shafrir, paratroop officer
and commander of an Israeli anti-
terrorist unit. He will speak on the
political and social current events in
Istael and the opportunities for students
to live and work on Israeli army bases.
Sponsored by Volunteers for Israel.
Feb. 24 at 7 p.m. in the Jewish Students
Center, AMR I, bottom floor

Classes will NOT be suspended at 1
p.m. on Feb. 22nd as mistakenly
printed in the 1987-8 Student Hand-
book and Calendar. Students are to
follow their normal daytime class
schedules

APL Colloquium topic: Networking,
Computing, and Differentiation.
Speaker: Steven Tolchin, Pyramid
Technology. Friday, Feb. 19 at 2:00
p.m. in ITV Classroom, MD 214.

Attention SWE members! A reminder

about the great, FREE Hopkins dinner
(soda/wine, chicken marsala) courtesy

of Dean Karr at the Hopkins Club, 6
p.m. on Thursday March 3. Please'
RSVP box 0674 by Feb. 25.

Spring is just around the corner and
soon after is opening day. Baseball fans
interested in joining the Hopkins
Rotisserie League should contact Matt
,at 889-1770. This is our fifth season at
Hopkins, and we are a one-year con-
tract league. Teams will be drafted in
both the American and National
Leagues. Join either or both.

The Institute for Policy Studies coridal-
ly invites you to a seminar by John G.
Keane, Ph.D., Director of the Bureau of
the Census. "Strategic Planning in the
Public Sector." Thursday, March 3, 4
p.m. in the Garrett Room, Main Level,
MSE. Reception immediately following
seminar, R.S.V.P. 338-7174.

GRO East-European film series
presents Man of Marble, a Polish film
directed by A. Wajda. Feb. 25 at 8:30
p.m. in 111 Merganthaler.

Attention all Women Soccer Players:
If you're interested in playing on a
team/club this spring on weekends,
and/or next fall as a sport, please con-
tact Amy at 889-6465.

Course Guide. Guys, deadline no.2 is
this Wednesday. Feb. 24. Anyone who
wants to write can still come and pick
up packets. We will be in the Prod.
room from 8-10 p.m. on Wednesday.
If you're still interested but can't make
it, call Daniel at 243-0230.

The Philip Bard Lecture in Medical
Physiology: The Cerebral Cortex of
Man and Other Primates. Edward G.
Jones, M.D. Ph.D., Professor and
Chairman, Dept of Anatomy and
Neurobiology, California College of
Medicine. Wednesday, March 9 at 4
p.m. in Wood Basic Science
Auditorium, JHU School of Medicine.

Attention Prelaws: There will be a
meeting next Monday at 7:00 p.m. in
Cont. Room A, Feb. 22. Elections for.
president will be held, so please attend.
Mock trial committee will meet im-
medialtely afterwards. Questions? Call
Mia at 366-2523 or Rob at 235-5163.

Peer Counselors: Consultation sections
begin this week. Sunday consultation
is at 5 p.m. in the White House Con-
ference Room. Tuesday consultation is
at 1 p.m. in Conference Room B. Thurs-
day section is at 1 p.m. in Gilman 44.
Any problems or questions, please call
Vicki.

Junior Pre-meds: please come to the
pre-med office, 103 Merryman Hall,
and sign up for your committee
member on Friday. February 19 at
noon

Homewood Al-Anon/Adult Children of
Alcoholics Group now meets Thursday
nights at 7.30 in the basement of AMR
II, Room 0217 (beneath the snack bar).
If you grew up with a problem drinker,
please come!

See NOTES, 27


